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1996 GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY 

Cycle 11 Questionnaire Package 

This package describes the content, methodology, data collection and sample of the eleventh cycle of the 
General Social Survey (GSS). Copies of the questionnaires used in Cycle 11 are attached as appendices: 
the GSS 11-1 control form as Appendix A and the GSS 11-2 main questionnaire on social and conununity 
support as Appendix B. Since Cycle 11 used a computer assisted telephone interviewing system (CATI), 
Appendices A and B are presented as reference tools. Appendix C describes the flow patterns for the 
screening sections, section B, section C and section E. 

Content and Methodolo 

The 1996 GSS (Cycle 11) is the first GSS with social support as the core content Health, the core subject 
matter in Cycles 1 and 6 was due for repetition in Cycle 11. Social support replaced it, however, as the 
introduction of the National Population Health Survey in 1994 eliminated the need to collect health data. 
Social support is not a new topic for the GSS as it received coverage in the first (core=health) and fifth 
(core=family) cycles. The focus content of Cycle 11 collected information on tobacco use and was 
sponsored by Health Canada. 

The objectives and scope of Cycle 11 were: to determine the nature of the help received and provided; to 
understand the dynamic between an individual's social network and help received and provided; and to 
identify unmet needs and the reasons for the needs. The 1996 GSS focused on help given or received 
during temporary difficult times or out of necessity due to long-term health or physical limitations in daily 
activities either inside or outside the household. 

A GSS 11-1 control form was completed for each telephone number generated in the sample. When a 
private household was contacted, all household members were enumerated and basic demographic 
information (e.g., age and sex) was collected for everyone. A computer algorithm randomly selected a 
household member, 15 years of age or older, to answer the questionnaire, lithe person selected could not 
be interviewed due to health reasons, a proxy could be interviewed. 

The GSS 11-2 main questionnaire has the following sections: 

Screening Help received by respondent 
Screening Help given by respondent 
Section A Demographic information on non-household roster members - help received by 

respondent 
Section B Help received by respondent - day today help 
Section C Help received by respondent - unmet needs 
Section D Demographic information on non-household roster members - help given by 

respondent 
Section E Help given by respondent - day to day help 
Section F Help given by respondent - impact 
Section G Family and closest friend contact 
Section H Paid and unpaid work 
Section I Health indicators and tobacco use 
Section J Other classification 
Section K Contacts for follow-up 

The help received screening questions collected information on the respondent's temporary difficult times 
and developed a roster of persons and/or organizations who assisted the respondent in his/her everyday 



activities due to the respondent's long-term health or physical limitations. Four major groups of 
instrumental activities of daily living were asked about to establish the help roster. They were: 1) child-
care; 2) meal preparation and clean-up; house cleaning; laundry and sewing; house maintenance and 
outside work; 3) shopping for groceries or other necessities; transportation; banking and bifi paying; and 
4) personal care. Also, persons/organizations giving care such as checking up or providing emotional 
support were added to the roster, however, there was no detailed follow-up. 

In an analogous fashion to the help received screening questions, the help given screening questions 
collected information on the temporary difficult times of the people the respondent helped and developed 
or added to the roster, persons and/or organizations whom the respondent assisted due to the receiver's 
long-term health or physical limitations. Information was collected for the four major groups of 
instrumental activities of daily living, as well as checking up and emotional support 

Section A collected demographic information for persons who did not live in the household but who 
assisted the respondent due to the respondent's long term health or physical limitations. 

Section B collected information on persons/organizations who assisted the respondent due to the 
respondent's long-term health or physical limitations. Data was gathered on each of the eight 
instrumental activities of daily living. Information was collected, for persons and/or organizations on the 
roster, on the amount of time spent providing assistance, their relationship to the respondent, any other 
activities with which they may have assisted, who was the primary care giver, and if the primary care 
giver received help in order to assist the respondent 

Section C covered the eight instrumental activities of daily living to determine if the assistance received 
by the respondent met the respondent's needs. 

Section D asked for demographic information on non-household members/organizations listed on the 
roster whom the respondent assisted due to the receiver's long-term health or physical limitations. 

Section E collected information on persons/organizations whom the respondent assisted due to the 
receiver's long-term health or physical limitations. Data was gathered on each of the eight instrumental 
activities of daily living. Information was collected, for persons and/or organizations on the roster, on the 
amount of time spent providing assistance, the relationship to the respondent of the person who arranged 
for assistance, any other activities with which the respondent may have assisted, if respondent was 
primary caregiver, and if the respondent, as primary care giver, received help in order to assist. 

Section F asked the respondent how assisting others impacted on his/her everyday life. 

Section G was designed to gather information on the respondent's social network - family and all other 
persons the respondent felt close to emotionally. 

Section H focused on the respondent's participation in paid and unpaid work, as well as his/her level of 
education. 

Section I pertained to the respondent's thy-to-day health and use of tobacco. 

Section J covered the respondent's sociodemographic characteristics such as language, religion, state of 
health and income, as well as information on the respondent's spouse/partner's activity, where applicable. 

Section K asked for information that would permit a longitudinal follow-up of the respondent 



Data Collection 

Data were collected by means of computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI) using 
Computer-Assisted Survey Execution System software (CASES). In CATI, the interviewer asks the 
respondent the survey questions as they appear on the screen and uses the keyboard to enter the responses 
into the computer system as the interview progresses. Built-in edits and fewer processing steps result in 
improved data quality and reduced processing time. Although shown in the attached questionnaire, skips 
are built into CATI and do not appear on the screen. 

The data for this cycle were collected monthly from Februaiy 1996 to December 1996 inclusive. 
Collection took place in four regional offices (Halifax, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver). 

Sample 

The target population for Cycle 11 was all persons aged 15 and over in private households in the ten 
provinces. The sample population was selected using random digit dialing techniques (RDD). Statistics 
Canada's head office selected the telephone numbers, which were then sent to the regional offices. 

Responses were obtained from 12,756 respondents. This included a national over-sample of approximately 
1,250 seniors aged 65 and over (sponsored by the Senior's Directorate of Health Canada) and 700 seniors 
over-sampled from the province of Quebec (sponsored by the Quebec Bureau of Statistics). These 
supplemental interviews were drawn from the Labour Force Survey (LFS) rotate-outs. In addition, 
approximately 25% of the regular sample was drawn from the LFS rotate-outs and was restricted to 
seniors aged 65 and over, thereby obtaining more reliable estimates from this group. The response rate for 
Cycle 11 was 85.3% 
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General Social Survey 
Control Form GSS 11-1 

Confidential when completed. Collected under the 
authority of the Statistics Act, Revised Statutes of 
Canada, 1985, Chapter S19. 

it. Hello, I'm "Name of the interviewer" from Statistics 
Canada. We're calling you for a survey on social 
and community support in Canada. 

I'd like to make sure that I've dialed the right 
number. Is this ... (read the number)? 

Is this the number for a private home, a business, an 
institution or a vacation home? 

Privatehome .......................... ogoto5 
Both home and business ................ 2 o go to 5 
Business, institution or other 
non residence ..........................0 
Vacation home .......................'0 

Does anyone use this telephone number as a home 
phone number? 

Yes ............ . 1 0 
No ............. '0 go to ThANK RESPONDENT 

AND END 

S. 	All information that we collect in this voluntary 
study will be kept strictly confidential. Your 
participation is essential if the results are to be 
accurate. My supervisor is working with me today 
and may listen to the interview to evaluate the 
survey. 

I need to select one person from your household for 
an interview. What is the first name and age, of 
each person living or staying there who has no 
usual place of residence elsewhere? Please start 
with the oldest. 
(Enter names and ages). 

Is there anyone who USUALLY lives there that 
you may have left out such as a child, someone 
temporarily ay (attending school, visiting, in 
hospital, travelling), another relative, a roomer or 
boarder, or an employee? 

yes ............. 'OgotoENlERNAME 
AND AGE 

No .............'O 
Donotknow ..... 
Refused ......... 

The person I am to interview is ... "Name of selected 
respondent". Is helshe there? 

Yes .................. 'OgotoFORM 
GSS 11-2 

No .................. 3OSETUP 
APPOINTMENT 



Household composition 

Relationshiprir ihousehold. ,t•. , fi 'N 

member  —own  MENNEN  

Response categories for relationship between members: 

<02> Husbandlwife/spouse 
<03> Common-law partner 
<05> Birth child 
<06> Adopted child 
<07> Step-child 
<08> Foster child 
<11> Birth parent 
<12> Adoptive parent 
<13> Stepparent 
<14> Foster parent 
<15> Brother or sister 
<20> Grandchild 
<21> Grandfather or grandmother 
<30> Son-in-law or daughter-rn-law 
<31> Father-in law or mother-in-law 
<32> Brother-in-law or sister-in-law 
<40> Nephew or niece 
<41> Uncle or aunt 
<42> Cousin 
<50> Other relative 
<60> Non-relative 
<70> Same sex partner 
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GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY, CYCLE 11 

Sodal and Community Support 
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General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support - 1996 

Proxy/Non-Proxy 

Non-proxy 
0 	Proxy due to health reasons 

INTRO_lA. Interviewer: 	Repeat the introduction below if selected respondent is different from household 
respondent. 
Hello, I'm ........ ..from Statistics Canada. We are calling for a study on health and 
other issues including care giving and care receiving. 

Interviewer: 	 If Non-proxy interview, f Go to INTRO_IC) 
If Proxy interview due to health reasons, [Go to INTRO_IB] 

INTRO_lB. 	 The person I am to interview is (Selected Respondent){Age). Because of 
(Selected Respondent)'s health, you (Proxy Respondent) were suggested as 
someone who could answer for (Selected Respondent). 

INTRO_iC. 	 All information we collect in this voluntary survey will be kept strictly 
confidential. Your participation is essential if the survey results are to be 
accurate. 

(The next paragraph should be optional) 
My supervisor is working with me today and may listen to the interview to 
evaluate the survey. 

I CA  TI]: 	[Time Stamp] 

1. 	The purpose of this study is to understand who is involved in people's everyday activities. The following 
questions are about those people who assist you with everyday activities. Include your spouse or partner, 
other household members, family members outside the household, close friends, neighbours and co-
workers. As well, consider those organizations from whom you receive assistance whether paid or unpaid. 
I CAT!: Display this last sentence on the following screens in the screening section: 3, 24, 25, 49, 50, 74, 75, 
87.88, 89, 90, 911 

Screening Section - Help Received By Respondent 
[GA TI-2/ 	Review household roster. 

Are there any children less than 15 years of age living in the household? 
Yes 
No [Go to 251 

Source: Cycle 11 Team,May25, 1995 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

In the past 12 months, has any organization or anyone OTHER THAN YOU provided any child care to 
children of your household? 

<1> Yes [Goto4] 
<3> No [Go to 201 
<x> Don't know [Go to 20] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 201 

Source: Keating and Fast, 1995 

Why? 

Because of the way child care is shared in your household? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Because time constraints do not allow you to do it by yourself? 

<1> Yes 
<3>No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Because of your long-term health or physical limitations? (Any condition lasting or expected to last more 
than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent Include any references to failing health.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Because of any temporary difficult times? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 
months including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death 
of someone close, etc.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
.r> Refused (not stated) 

[CA7I-91: 	 1f3=1 and (5-8 NE I) Go to 10. 
Otherwise, Go to CA TI-Il. 



** General Social Survey, Cycle II. Social and Community Support XX  

10. 	What was the reason? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to CAT!-!]] 
<1> 	Allows you to work 
<2> 	Allows you to study 
<3> 	Due to child's health or physical limitations 
<4> 	Due to convenience or mutual benefit 
<5> Other [Go to IOSPJ 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go  to CA TI-il] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CA TI-Ill 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CAT!-]!] 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot he repeated a second time.] 

10SP. What was the reason? [CAT!: Maximum of] answer] 
(specify) 

<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]. Length offield = 028 

[CAT!-]]]: 	If8=l, Go to 12. 
Else if 7=1, Goto24. 

Otherwise, 	Go to 18. 

12. 	The next few questions are about those temporary difflctdt times. What was the cause of those temporary 
difficult times? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
< 0> No other reasons [Go to 13] 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
< 6> Own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other [Go to ]2SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 131 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 13] 

[CAT!]: fGotol3J 
[CA TI-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. / 



** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support 

Source: New Question 

12SP. What was the cause of those temporary difficult times? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(specify) 

<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 13] 
czr> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 13] 

[CAT/I: Length offield = 028 

13. 	What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided child care to children of your household? 
(Mark all that apply.) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers] [CATI: For 
subsequent questions, ask: is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who 
provided child care to children of your household? / (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the 
relationship - it is always to the respondent.) 

13A. Does this person live in your household? 
<I> Yes <3> No <x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else [Go to 141 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spousefEx-pariner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent "- 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent ' 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent '' 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent '[Go to 131 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization fincludes self-employed profr ssionals. Eg. doctors and lawyers] [Go to 13SPJ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) [Go to 13SP and 13A) 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Go to 131 

4 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)fGo to 141 
< r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 141 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 141 
[CA TI-EDIT: If 13=2, there can be no repeat answers of<2>-] 
JCA TI-EDIT: If 13=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 13A] 
[CA TI-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 13AJ 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

13SP. [If 13=83, ask: What is that organization's name?] 
III 13=85, asIc What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided child care to children of 
your household?] ] 
[CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] [cAT!: Allow for repeat answers I  (For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual provider.) 

(specify) 	 [Go to 131 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)fGo  to 14] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 14] 

ICAT!]: 	[Go to 141 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

14. 	How long ago did someone begin to provide this child care? (If there were/are several temporary situations, 
refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 12 month period.) 

<1> less than I month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

15. 	Is this child care continuing? (To he provided by someone) 

<1> Yes [Gotoi7] 
<3> No [Goto 161 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only)[Go to 181 

r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 18] 
Source: New Question 

5 
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16. 	How long ago did someone stop providing this child care? 
<1> less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<t> Refused (not stated) 

[CATIJ: [Go to 181 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect someone to continue to provide this child care in the future? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Is/Was there any need for any additional assistance with child care? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to CA7I-221 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-22] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CATJ-22] 

Source: New Question 

Why is/was additional assistance with child care needed? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 4 
answers] 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to CATJ-22] 
<1> 	Temporary diflicult time 
<2> To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> Other IGo to 19SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go  to CATI-221 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-22] 

[CA TI]: 	[Go to CATI-22] 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 	 - 

19SP. Why is/was additional assistance with child care needed? [CAT!: Maximum of I answer] 

(specify) 	 (Go to CA Tl-22 / 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CATI-22] 

r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-22] 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
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Do/Did you need assistance with child care? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Go to 251 
<x> Don't know [Go to 25] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to 25] 

Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need assistance with child care? (Mark all that apply) ICAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 

<0> 	No other reason (Go to 251 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> 	Other [Go to 21SP] 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 25] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 251 

(CA TI]: 	(Go to 251 
[CAT/-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

2ISP. Why do/did you need assistance with child care? [CAT!: Maximum of 1 answer] 
(specify) __________________________________ [Go to 251 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 25] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 25] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

[CATI-22]: 	If 7=1 and 8=1, [Go to 23]. 
Otherwise, [Go to 251. 

Now that you've told us about the temporary situations you have experienced in the last 12 months, we 
are going to discuss persons or organizations who assist you because of your long-term health or physical 
limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization who has provided any child care to children of your 
household because of your long-term health or physical limitations? For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual provider. 

(CAT! .24A/: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Go to 24B] 
<3> No (Goto24D/ 

I CA TI- 24B1:  Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [Go to 24C] 
<3> No [Goto24D] 
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[CAT! -24C]: Set HG! Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 24E 
(CAT! -24D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HG! Flag on person's/organization's roster record 

Name 	 Help Given Flag (HG!) 
Person X: 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99:  
<r> 	Refused (not stared) 

[CAT! -24E]: interviewer Check item: Is there anyone else who has assisted you with child care to children of 
your household? 

<1> Yes [Go to 24A] 
<3> No [Go to 25] 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, has any organization or anyone OTHER THAN YOU DONE ANY PART OF 
YOUR meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and 
outside work? 

<1> Yes [Goto26J 
<3> No (Go to 441 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 44] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 441 

Source: Keating and Fast, 1995 

Why? 

Because of the way these activities are shared in your household? (interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside wor( 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Because time constraints do not allow you to do it by yourself? (interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 
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Because of your long-term health or physical limitations? (Any condition lasting or expected to last more 
than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent. Include any references to failing health.) 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Because of temporary difficult times? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 months 
including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death of 
someone close, etc.) (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry 
and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

ICATI-311: 	If 25=1 and (27-30 NE!) Go to 32SP. 
Otherwise, Go to CA TI-33. 

32SP. What was the reason? I CA TI: Maximum of] answer/ (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and 
clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside worl 

(specify) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CA Ti] Length offield = 028 

[CATI-33]: 	if 30=1, Go to 34. 
Else If 29=], Go to 49. 
Otherwise Go to 41. 

34. 	The next few questions are about those temporary difficult times. What was the cause of those temporary 
difficult times? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work 

< 0> No other reasons [Go to 351 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
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< 6> Own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other (Go to 34SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 35] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 351 

[CAT!]: [Go to 351 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

34SP. What was the cause of those temporary difficult times? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: 
Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance 
and outside work) 

(specify) ________________________________[Go to 341 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) I Go to 35] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 35] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CATJJ. 	[Go to 351 

With which activities did you receive assistance? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 

<0> 	No other activity [Go to 361 
<1> 	Meal preparation and clean-up 
<2> House cleaning, laundry and sewing 
<3> House maintenance and outside work 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) IGo to 361 

r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 361 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with these activities? (Mark 
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all that apply.) (CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers) [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers] /CATI: For subsequent 
questions, ask: Is there anyone else? W7uu is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance 
with these activities? I (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is always to the 
respondent.) (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and 
sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

36A. Does this person live in your household? 
<1> Yes <3> No <x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else [Go to 371 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spousefEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent ' 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent [Go to 361 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [Includes self-employed professionals. Eg. doctors and laiyers] [Go to 36SPJ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) (Go to 36SP and 36A/ 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) (Go to 361 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to 371 

i> 	Refused (not stated)[Go to 37] 
[CAT!]: 	[Goto 371 
[CA TI-EDIT: If 36=2, there can be no repeat answers of<2>] 
[CAT/-EDIT: If 36=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 36A] 
[CAT/-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 36A/ 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question JNTRO_2. 
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36SP. [If 36=83, ask: What is that organitation's name?] 
f If 36=85, ask: What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with these 
activities?J (For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual provider.) 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) [CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers][CAT!:  Allow for repeat answers] 

(specify) 	 [Go to 361 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response On! y)[Go  to 371 
<r> Refused (not stated) I Go to 37] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	[Go to 37] 

37. 	How long ago did someone begin to provide assistance with these activities? (If there were/are several 
temporary situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 12 month 
peritxL)(Inten'iewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, 
or house maintenance and outside work) 
<1> less than! month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
.cx> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Is assistance with these activities continuing? (To be provided by someone) (Interviewer: Activities include 
meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes [Go to 40] 
<3> No [Goto39J 

x> Don't know (Proxy Response OnI y)[ Go to 41] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 411 

Source: New Question 

How long ago did someone stop assisting you with these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 	1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 	3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 	6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 	1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 	2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

ICATI]: 	[Goto4lJ 
Source: New Question 
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Do you expect someone to continue to provide assistance with these activities in the future? (interviewer: 
Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance 
and outside work) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Do/Did you need any additional assistance with these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to CATI-471 
<x> Don't know [Go to CAT!-471 
<r> Refused (not stated) (Go to CA7I-471 

Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need additional assistance with these activities? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum 
of 4 answers] (interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and 
sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

<0> No other reason I Go to 431 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> Other [Go to 42SP1 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 431 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 43] 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 43] 
[ CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Sow-ce: New Question 

42SP. Why do/did you need additional assistance with these activities? [ATI: Maximum of I answer] 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 

(specify) 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 431 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

For which activity do/did you need additional assistance? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 
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answers] (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, 
or house maintenance and outside work) 

<0> 	No other activity [Go to CATI-471 
<1> 	Meal preparation and clean-up 
<2> House cleaning, laundry and sewing 
<3> House maintenance and outside work 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [ Go to CATI-471 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CA77-47] 

I CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-471 
Source: New Question 

Do/Did you need assistance with any of these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation 
and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 	(Go to 501 
<x> Don't know [Go to 501 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [ Go to 501 

Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need assistance with these activities? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 
<0> No other reason [Go to 46] 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
z2> To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> Other [Go to 45SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 46] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 461 

(CAT!]: 	[Go to 461 
I CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. I 
Source: New Question 

45SP. Why do/did you need assistance with these activities? (CAT!: Maximum of 1 answer] (Interviewer: Activities 
include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and 
outside work) 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 461 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

46. 	For which activity do/did you need assistance? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
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(Inten'iewer. Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 
<0> No other activity (Go to 501 
<1> Meal preparation and dean-up 
<2> House cleaning, laundry and sewing 
<3> House maintenance and outside work 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 50] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 501 

(CAT!]: 	IGoto 501 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

ICATI-471: 	If 29=1 and 30=1, [Go to 48]. 
Otherwise, [Go to 50]. 

Now that you've told us about the temporary situations you have experienced in the last 12 months, we 
are going to discuss persons or organizations who assisted you because of your long-term health or 
physical limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization who has DONE any of these activities because of 
your long-term health or physical limitations? For organizations, please give us the organization's name 
and not the individual provider. (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house 
cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

[CAT! - 49A1: lnterviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes (Go to 49B] 
<3> No [Goto49D] 

[CAT!- 49B]:  Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same Enamel we talked about before? 
<1> Yes fGoto49CJ 
<3> No [Go to 49D] 

I CA TI - 49C]: Set HG2 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 49E 
[CAT! - 49DJ: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HG2 Flag on person's/organization's roster 

record. 

Person X: 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!. 49E]:  Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else who has assisted you with these activities? 
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(Interi'iewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, 
or house maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes [Go to 49A] 
<3> No [Go to5O] 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, has any organization or anyone OTHER THAN YOU DONE any part of your 
shopping for groceries or other necessities, provided transportation (including mobility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or done your banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.)? 
<1> Yes [Go to5l] 
<3> NoIGoto69J 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to 691 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 69] 

Source: Cycle 11 Team, 1995 

Why? 
Because of the way these activities are shared in your household? (interviewer: Activities include shopping 
for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobiliry assistance or trips to the 
doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes 
providing financial  assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Because time constraints do not allow you to do it by yourself? (interviewer: Activities include shopping 
for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the 
doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes 
providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Because of your long-term health or physical limitations? (Any condition lasting or expected to last more 
than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent. include any references to failing health.) 
(interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but exlludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 
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55. 	Because of temporary difficult times? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 months 
including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death of 
someone close, etc.) (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing 
transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking 
or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

(CATJ-561: 	If 50=1 and (52-55 NE 1) Go to 57SP. 
Otherwise, Go to CATiT-58. 

57SP. What was the reason? I CAT!: Maximum of 1 answerJ (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries 
or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, 
etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial 
assistance.) 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

fCATI/: Length offield = 028 
ICAT!J: [Go to CATI-581 

ICAT!-581: 	If 55=1, Go to 59. 
Else If 54=1, Go to 74. 	 - 
Otherwise Go to 66. 

59. 	The next few questions are about those temporary difficult times. What was the cause of those temporary 
difficult times? (Mark all that apply) ICAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include 
shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparizg income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 
< 0> No other reasons jGo to 601 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
< 6> Own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
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<14> Death of spousdpartner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other (Go to 59SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) (Go to 601 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 601 

[CATI]. 	[Go to 60] 
[CA TI-EDiT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

59SP. What was the cause of those temporary difficult times? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: 
Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing 
income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

(specify) 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) [Go 10 60] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	IGoto 601 

[Go to 60/ 
[Go to 59] 

60. 	With which activities did you receive assistance? (Mark all that apply) (cAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<0> 	No other activity [Go to 611 
<1> 	Shopping for groceries or other necessities 
<2> 	Transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.) 
<3> 	Banking or bifi paying (Includes preparing income tax but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 611 
a> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 61] 

[CA TI-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

61. 	What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with these activities? (Mark 
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all that apply.) (CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers] [CAT!: For subsequent 
questions, ask: Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided 
assistance with these activities?] (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is 
always to the respondent.) (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, 
providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your 
banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

61A. Does this person live in your household? 
<l>Yes '3>No <x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else [Go to 621 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouselEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent '-
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent '- - 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 	[Go to 611 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization (Includes self-employed professionals. Eg. doctors and lanyers] [Go to 6ISPJ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) (Go to 61SP and 61A] 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) (Go to 611 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to 621 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to 62] 

I CAT!J: 	[Go to 621 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If 61=2, there can be no repeat answers of <2>1 
ICATJ-E!)IT: ff61 =2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 61Al 
(CAT/-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 61A] 
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61SP. [if 61=83, ask: What is that organization's name? ] 
[If 61 =85, ask: What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with these 
activities?] I (For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual provider.) 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
[CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 

(specify) 	 [Go to 611 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [Go to 621 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 621 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	[Goto 621 

How long ago did someone begin to provide assistance with these activities? (if there were/are several 
temporary situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 12 
month period.)(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing 
transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking 
or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 	1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 	3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 	6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 	1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Is assistance with these activities continuing? (To be provided by someone) (interviewer: Activities include 
shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doink  your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes [Go to 65] 
<3> No [Goro 641 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) [Go to 661 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 661 

Source: New Question 

How long ago did someone stop assisting you with these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include 
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shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<1> 	less than I month 
<2> 	1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 	3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 	6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 	1yeartolessthan2years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!]: 	I Go to 661 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect someone to continue to provide assistance with these activities in the future? (Interviewer: 
Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing 
income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Do/Did you need any additional assistance with these activities? (interviewer: Activities include shopping 
for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the 
doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes 
providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to CA TI-72 / 
<x> Don't know [Go to CA TI-72 J 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CA TI-72 ] 

Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need additional assistance with these activities? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum 
of 4 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing 
transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking 
or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to 68] 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> Other [Go to 67SP/ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to 681 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to 68] 

[CAT!]: 	(Goto 681 
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[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

67SP. Why do/did you need additional assistance with these activities? I CAT!: Maximum of] answer/ 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CATI]: 	fGoto68] 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

For which activity do/did you need additional assistance? (Mark all that apply) I  CA Ti: Maximum of 3 
answers] (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<0> 	No other activity [Go to CA TI-72 I 
<1> 	Shopping for groceries or other necessities 
<2> 	Transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.) 
<3> 	Banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CA TI-72 I 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CA TI-72 ] 

[CArl]: 	[Go to CATI-721 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

Do/Did you need assistance with any of these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for 
groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor 
or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing 
financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 	JGoto 751 
<x> Don't know [Go to 751 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 751 

Source: New Question 
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Why do/did you need assistance with these activities? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<0> 	No other reason (Go to 711 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> 	To allow you more time for other things 
<3> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> 	Other (Go to 70SPJ 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [Go to 71] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 71] 

[CAT!): 	[Go to 71] 
I CA Ti-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.! 
Source: New Question 

70SP. Why do/did you need assistance with these activities? (CAT!: Maximum of I answer) (interviewer: 
Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying (Includes preparing 
income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

(specify) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!].' 	(Goto 711 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

For which activity do/did you need assistance? (Mark all that apply) (CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers) 
(Interviewer: Activities include sizopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<0> 	No other activity [Go to 751 
<1> 	Shopping for groceries or other necessities 
<2> 	Transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.) 
<3> 	Banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax but excludes providing financial assistance) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) [Go to 751 
<zr> 	Refused (riot stated) [Go to 75] 

(CAT!: 	Go to 751 
[ CA Ti-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source New Question 

/CAT1-721: 	If 54=1 and 55=1, [Go to 731. 
Otherwise, [Go to 75]. 
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Now that you've told us about the temporary situations you have experienced in the last 12 months, we 
are going to discuss persons or organizations who assist you because of your long-term health or physical 
limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization who has DONE any of these activities because of 
your long-term health or physical limitations? For organizations, please give us the organization's name 
and not the individual provider. (!nterviev'er: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, 
providing transportation (including mobiliry assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc), or doing your 
banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

[CAT! - 74A]: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Goto74B] 
<3> No [Go to 74D] 

I CA TI - 74B]: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes[Goto74C] 
<3> No [Go to 74D1 

[CAT! - 74C]: Set HG3 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 74E 
[CAT! - 74DJ: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HG3 Flag on person 's/organization 's roster 

record. 

Person X. 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - 74E]: Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else who has assisted you with these activities? 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking or bill 
paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes [Go to 74A1 
<3> No [Go to 75] 

Source: New Question 

- In the past 12 months, because of a health condition or physical limitation, did you receive personal care 
such as assistance with bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair 
care or dressing? 
<1> 	Yes [Go to 761 
<3> NofGoto85J 
<x> Don't know [Go to 851 
<x> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to 851 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 1, 1985, Question 85 
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Were you being assisted because of a temporary or Long-term condition? (Interviewer: Personal Care 
activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or 
dressing.) 
<1> Temporary [Go to 771 
<2> Long-Term [Go to 871 
<3> Other [Go to 76SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to 831 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 83] 

76SP. Were you being assisted because of a temporary or long-term condition? [CAT!: Maximum of 1 answerJ 
(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, 
shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 83] 
(CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

The next few questions are about those temporary difficult times. What was the cause of those temporary 
difficult times? (Mark all that apply) (CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Personal Care activities 
are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
< 0> No other reasons (Go to 781 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
< 6> Own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other (Go to 77SPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) (Go to 781 
<1> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to 781 

[CATI/: 	(Go to 781 
I CA TI-EDiT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 
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77SP. What was the cause of those temporary difficult times? JCATI: Maximum of 3 answers](!nterviewer: 
Personal Care activities are bathing, toilering, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and 
hair care or dressing.) 

(specify) 	 [Go to 771 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [Go to 781 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 78] 

[CA TI]:  Length offield = 028 
/CATIJ: 	[Go to 78] 

78. 	What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with personal care? (Mark 
all that apply.) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] [CATI: Allow for repeat answers] [CATI: For subsequent 
questions, ask: Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided 
assistance with personal care?] (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is 
always to the respondent.)(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of 
toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

78A. Does this person live in your household? 
<1> Yes <3> No ox> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else /G o to 79] 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouselEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent ' 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent - 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent '-' 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent ' 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent "-[Go to 781 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [includes self-employed  pro  frssionals.  Eg. doctors and lawvers] [Go to 78SP1 
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<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) I Go to 78SP and 78AJ 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Go to 781 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) I Go to 791 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) I Go to 79] 

ICATI]: 	[Goto 791 
ICA TI-EDIT: If 78-2, there can be no repeat answers of <2>1 
ICA TI-EDIT: if 78=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 78A1 
ICATI-EDIT. Review household roster. if single person household, do not ask 78AJ 
Source: (eneral Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO 2. 

78SP. I If 78=83, ask: What is that organization's name? I 
(If 78 =85, asIc What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) who provided assistance with personal 
care?]] (For organizations, please give us the Qrganization 's name and not the individual provider.) 
(interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, 
shampooing and hair care or dressing.) [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 

(specify) 	 (Go to 781 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) [Go to 791 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) iGo to 79] 

ICAT!]: Length offield = 028 
(CAT/i: 	IGoto 791 

79. 	How long ago did someone begin to provide assistance with personal care? (If there werelare several 
temporary situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 12 
month period.)(interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toilezing, care of toenails/fingernails, 
brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

80. 	Is assistance with personal care continuing? (To be provided by someone) (Interviewer: Personal Care 
activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or 
dressing.) 
<1> Yes [Go to 821 
<3> No [Go to8l/ 
a> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) [Go to 831 
<r> Refused (not stated) (Go to 83] 

Source: New Question 
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81. 	How long ago did someone stop assisting you with personal care? (interviewer: Personal Care activities 
are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<z> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	iGoto 831 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect someone to continue to provide assistance with personal care in the future? (Interviewer: 
Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and 
hair care or dressing.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Do/Did you need any additional assistance with personal care? (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are 
bathing, roileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No(Goto88) 
<x> Don't know (Go to 88) 

> Refused (not stated) (Go to 88) 
Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need additional assistance with personal care? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum 
of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, 
brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to 881 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<3> Other [Go to 84SP] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 881 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 881 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 881 
[CATI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 
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84SP. Why do/did you need additional assistance wi th personal care? I CA TI: Maximum of] answer] (Interviewer: 
Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care if toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and 
hair care or dressing.) 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CATIJ: 	[Go to 88] 
I CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

Do/Did you need assistance with personal care? (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, 
care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Go to 881 
<x> Don't know [Go to 88] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to 88 / 

Source: New Question 

Why do/did you need assistance with personal care? (Mark all that apply) I CA Ti: Maximum of 3 answersJ 
(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, 
shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to 881 
<1> 	Temporary difficult time 
<2> 	Because of your long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<3> Other [Go to 86SPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) I Go to 88] 

r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 88] 
[CAT!]. 	[Go to 881 
[CArl-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

86SP. Why do/did you need assistance with personal care? (CATI: Maximum of I answer] (Interviewer: Personal 
Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care 
or dressing.) 

(specify) 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	fGoto88] 
/ CA Ti]:  Length offield = 028 

What is the first name of each person or organization who ASSISTED YOU with personal care because 
of your long-term health or physical limitations? For organizations, please give us the organization's 
name and not the individual provider. (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing. toileting, care of 
toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
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[CAT! - 87A]: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Go to 87B/ 
<3> No [Goto87D] 

[CAT! - 87B]: interviewer Check item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [Goto87C] 
<3> No [Goto87DJ 

[CAT! - 87C]: Set HG4 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 87E 
[CAT! - 87DJ: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HG4 Flag on person's/organization's roster 

record. 
Name 	 Help Given Flag (HG4) 

Person X:  
Person 02:  
to 
Person 99:  
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - 87E1: Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else who has assisted you with personal care? 
(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing 
teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

<1> YesIGotoS7AJ 
<3> No [Goto88] 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, has anyone checked up on you to make sure that you were okay by visiting or 
telephoning you? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Go to 901 
<x> Don't know [Go to 90] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 901 

Source: New Question 

Please give us the name of the person or organization who checked up on you most often by visiting or 
telephoning you? For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual provider. 
[CAT!: Maximum of 3 persons.] 

[CAT! - 89AJ: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Go to89B] 
<3> No [Go to 89D] 

(CAT! - 89BJ: Interviewer Check item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] that we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [Goto 89C] 
<3> No [Go to 89D] 
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[CAT! - 89C/: Set HG5 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 89E. 

[CAT! - 89D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HGS Flag on person's/organization's roster 
record. 

Name 
Person X.• 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

I CA TI - 89EJ: Is there anyone else who checked up on you to make sure you were okay? (If more than 2 others, 
please list the 2 who visited or telephoned you most often.) (Interviewer: Activity is someone checking 
up on respondent to make sure that they were okay by visiting or telephoning them.) 

<1> Yes fGoto89AJ 
<3> No IGoto 901 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, has anyone provided you with emotional support? (Interviewer: Examples are 
keepings spirits up, confiding in someone, helping through a difficult time, someone with whom to laugh or 
cry, giving reassurance, encouragement, etc.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	IGotoCATI-92A1 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-92A] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATJ-92A] 

Source: New Question 

What is the first name of the person or organization who provided you with the most emotional support? 
For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual provider. I CA TI: Maximum of 
3persons./ 

[CA TI - 91AJ: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes fGoto 91B1 
<3> No [Go to 91DJ 

[CAT! - 91B]: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] that we talked about before? 
<1> Yes fGoto9lC] 
<3> No fGoto9IDJ 

[CAT! - 91 C]: Set HG6 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 91E. 
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[CAT! - 91D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set HG6 Flag on person's/organization's roster 
record. 

Name 
Person X.  
Person 02:  
to 
Person 99:  
<r> 	Refused (nor stated) 

[CAT! - 91E]: Is there anyone else who has been very important in providing emotional support? (If more than 
2 others, please list the 2 most important.) (Interviewer: Examples of emotional support are keeping 
spirits up, confiding in someone, helping through a difficult time, someone with whom to laugh or cry, 
giving reassurance, encouragement, etc.) 

<1> Yes [Go to 91A/ 
<3> No [Go to CATI-92A I 

Source: New Question 
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SCREENING SECTION - HELP GIVEN BY RESPONDENT 
/CATJ-92A]: If Proxy, [Go toAIXX/, 

Else, [Go to 921 

The following questions are about those people you assist with everyday activities. Include your spouse 
or partner, other household members, family members outside the household, close friends, neighbours 
and co-workers. As well, consider those organizations for whom you do paid or unpaid work. [CAT!: 
Display these last two sentences on the following screens in the screening section: 93, 109, 110, 127, 128, 145, 
146, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166] 

In the past 12 months, did YOU INDIVIDUALLY OR ON BEHALF OF AN ORGANIZATION provide 
any child care? (Children may live inside or outside the household.) 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> 	No 	IGotoi101 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1101 

Source: Keating and Fast & Cycle 11 Team, May 18, 1995. 

Why? 

Because of the long-term health or physical limitations of a parent or guardian of the child(ren)?(Any 
condition lasting or expected to last more than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent.) 
(Interviewer: Ensure that it is a long-term health or physical limitation of the parent or guardian, not the 
child Parent/guardian could be the spouse or partner of the respondent and they may live inside or outside 
the household. Include any references to failing health.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Because of the temporary difficult times of a parent or guardian of the child(ren)? (A short-term condition 
lasting or expected to last less than 6 months including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving 
or changing jobs, accident or the death of someone close, etc.) (Interviewer: Ensure that it is a short-term 
situation of the parent or guardian, not the child. Parent/guardian could be the spouse or partner of the 
respondent and they may live inside or outside the household.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CATJ-971: 	 If 93=1 and (95 and 96 NE 1) [Go to 981. 
Otherwise, [Go to CATZ-991. 
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98. 	What was the reason? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> No other reason [Go to CA TI .99] 
<1> Way tasks are shared in your/their household 
<2> To allow parents/guardians more time for other things 
<3> Due to child's long-term health or physical limitations or failing health 
<4> Due to child's short-term temporary situations 
<5> Because respondent is a paid child care giver 
<6> Respite care (Planned relief or assistance to parent or guardian) 
<7> Community Services or Probation Services order 
<8> Due to convenience or mutual benefit 
<9> Other [Go to 98SP] 
<x> Don't know [Go to CA77-99] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT!-99] 

I CA  TI]: [Go to CATI-99] 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. ] 

98SP. What was the reason? [CAT!: Maximum of] answer] 
(specify) 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

	

[CAT!-99]: 	If 96=1, [Go to 1001. 
Else If 95=1, [Go to 1091. 
Otherwise [Go to 1101. 

100. The next few questions are about thosetemporary difficult times. What was the cause of the parent's or 
guardian's temporary difficult time? (Mark all that apply) /CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers! 
< 0> No other cause [Go to 1011 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
< 6> Parent's or guardian's short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Parent's or guardian's serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other [Go to JOOSP] 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1011 
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(CAT/I: 	(Go to 1011 
I CA Ti-EDiT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

IOOSP. What was the cause of their temporary difficult time? [CATI: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(specify) 	[Go to 1001 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1011 
(CAT/I: Length offleld = 028 
(CAT/I: 	[Goto101/ 

101. What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided child care? (If the respondent 
was a volunteer or paid worker when s/he did these tasks, just list the name of the organization) (Mark all that 
apply). (CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (CAT!: For subsequent questions, 
ask: Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided child 
care? J(!nterviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is always to the respondent.) 

lOLA. Does this person live in your household? 
<1> Yes <3> No cr> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else (Go to 1021 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouse/Ex-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent ' 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent... 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 	[Go to 101] 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> 	Non-Governmental Ortanizatiori [Includes clients and patients uf.ce1f-einplced professiorals] (Go to IOISPJ 
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<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent p-" 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) [Go to IO1SP and 101A] 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) I Go to 1011 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1021 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 1021 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If 101=2, there can be no repeat answers of<2>J 
I CA TI-EDIT: If 101 =2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask ] OJA / 
[CA TI-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask ]OlA] 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question L 44TRO_2. 

101SP. [If 101=83, ask: What is that organization's name? I 
[If 101=85, ask: What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided child care?J 
[CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers/(For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual receiver.) 

(specify) 	 [Go to 1011 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1021 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	[GotolO2J 

102. How long ago did you begin to provide child care? (interviewer: if there were/are several temporary 
situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 12 month period.) 

<1> lessthanlmonth 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1yeartolessthan2years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

103. Is this child care continuing? (To be provided to someone) 

<1> Yes [Go to 1051 
<3> No [Go to 104] 
<r> Refused (not stated)[Go to CATI-1071 

Source: New Question 
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104. How long ago did you stop providing this child care? 
<1> lessthanlmonth 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<i> Refused (not stated) 

[CATI1: (Go to CATI-1071 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect to continue to provide this child care in the future? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No[GotolO6/ 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CA TIJ: 	(Go to CATI-1071 
Source: New Question 

Why? (Mark all that apply) I CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> No other reasons [Go to CAT!- 107] 
<1> Parentiguardian no longer needs assistance 
<2> Child no longer needs assistance 
<3> Parentiguardian has died [Go to CATI-1071 
<4> Child has died (Go to CATI-1071 
<5> Respondent moved 
<6> ParentJguardian moved 
<7> Child moved 
<8> Respondent changed jobs 
<9> Parentiguardian changed jobs 
<10> Other (Go to 1 O6SPJ 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-1071 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-107] 

/CAT1J: 	(Go to CATI-1071 
I CAT/-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 

IO6SP. Why? [CA TI: Maximum of I answer] 
specify) 

<r> 	Refused (nQt stated) 
I CA TI] Length offield = 028 

/CAT1-107]: If 95=1 and 96=1, (Go to 1081 
OtherNise, [Go to 1101 
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Now that you've told us about temporary situations, we are going to discuss persons or organizations who 
you assisted because of their long-term health or physical limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization for whom YOU PROVIDED child care because of 
a parent's/guardian's long-term health or physical limitation? For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual receiver. 

[CAT! -109A/: interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
< 1 > Yes [GotolO9B] 
<3> No [Go to 109D] 

[CA77-109B]: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [GotolO9CJ 
<3> No [Go to 109D] 

fCATI-109C1: Set Ri Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 109E. 

[CAT!-] 09D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set RI Flag on person 's/organization 's roster record. 
Name 	 Help Received Flag (RI) 

Person X.  
Person 02:  
to 
Person 99:  
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CATI-]09E]: 	Set Respondent's Help Given Flag (HGBR Flag). 

ICATI-1090: 	Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else you have assisted with these activities? 
<1> Yes [Go to 109A] 
<3> No [Goto 110] 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, did YOU INDIVIDUALLY OR ON BEHALF OF AN ORGANIZATION do any 
part of someone's meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Goto ]28] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1281 

Source: Keatmg and Fast & Cycle 11 Team, May 18, 1995. 

111, Why? 
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Because of their long-term health or physical limitations? (Any condition lasting or expected to last more 
than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent. Include any references to failing health.) 
(lnten.'iewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Because of their temporary difficult times? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 
months including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death 
of someone close, etc.) (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, 
laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CATJ-1141: IfllO=J and (112-113 NE 1) [Go to 1151. 
Otherwise, IGo to CATI-1161. 

115. What was the reason? (Mark all that apply) I CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include 
meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<0> No other reason (Go to CATI-116/ 
<1> 	Way tasks are shared in your/their household 
<2> To allow them more time for other things 
<3> 	Respite care (Planned relief or assistance) 
<4> 	Community Services or Probation Services order 
<5> 	Due to convenience or mutual benefit 
<6> Other [Go to IJSSP] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT1-116] 

JCATJ/: 	[Go to CATI-1161 
I CA Ti-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. I 

1 15SP. 	What was the reason? [CAT!: Maximum of I answer] (Interviewer: Aciivities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside 
work) 
(specify) 

<i> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

[CA T1-116/: 	If 113=1. [Go to 1171. 
Else if 112=1, [Go to 1271. 	Otherwise [Go to 1281. 
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The next few questions are about those temporary difficult times. What was the cause of their temporary 
difficult time? (Mark all that apply) [CATI. Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
< 0> Noothercauses[Gotoll 8] 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
< 4> Problems with children 
< 5> SeparationlDivorce 	- 
<6> Their own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Their own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other [Go to 117SP] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1181 

[CAT!]: 	[Goto 1181 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. I 
Source: New Question 

117SP. What was the cause of their temporary difficult time? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: 
Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance 
and outside work) 

(specify) ____________________________________[Go to 1171 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1181 

(CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	JGoto 1181 

Which activities do/did you do or assist with? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 
<0> 	No other activities [Go to 1191 
<1> 	Meal preparation and clean-up 
<2> House cleaning, laundry and sewing 
<3> House maintenance and outside work 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1191 

[CATI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 
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119. What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with these activities? 
(If the respondent was a volunteer or paid worker when s/he did these tasks, just list the name of the 
organization) (Mark all that apply).f CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] 
I CAT!: For subsequent questions, ask: Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the 
person(s) to whom you provided assistance with these activities?] (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the 
direction of the relationship - it is always to the respondent.) (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation 
and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

1 19A. Does this person live in your household? 
<1> Yes <3> No <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else 	[Go to 120] 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spousefEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent --' 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent '- 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent ' [Go to 1191 
<82> Co-worker of respondent I  
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [includes clients and patients of self-employed professionals] / Go to 11 9SPJ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) [Go to JJ9SP and 119AJ 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Go to 119] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1201 

[CAT!!: 	[Goto 120] 
(CAT/-EDIT: If 119=2, there can be no repeat answers of<29 
[CAT/-EDIT: If 119=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 119A] 
[CAT/-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 119A] 
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Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

119SP. [If 119=83, ask: What is that organization's name? / 
111119=85, ask. What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with 
these activities?] (For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual receiver.) 
(Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) / CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 

(specify) _________________________________IGo to 1191 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1201 

[CA TI]: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	[Go to 1201 

120. How long ago did you begin to provide assistance with these activities? (Interviewer: If there werelare 
several temporary situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 
12 month period )(interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and 
sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<1> less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1yeartolessthan2years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Is this assistance continuing? (To be provided to someone) (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation 
and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes [Go to 1231 
<3> No [Go to 122] 
<r> Refused (not stated)! Go to CATI-1251 

Source: New Question 

How long ago did you stop assisting someone with these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include meal 
preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-1251 
Source: New Question 
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Do you expect to continue to provide assistance with these activities in the future? (Interviewer: Activities 
include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and 
outside work) 

<I> Yes 
<3> NoJGoto  1241 
<x> Don't know 
<i> Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!]: 	(Go to CAT!-1251 
Source: New Question 

Why? (Mark all that apply).! CA TI: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation 
and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
<0> 	No other reason [Go to CAT!-1251 
<1> 	No longer needs assistance [Go to CAT!-125] 
<2> 	Care receiver has died (Go to CATI-1251 
<3> 	Care receiver moved 
<4> Care giver moved 
<5> 	Care receiver changed jobs 
<6> 	Care giver changed jobs 
<7> Other (Go to 124SP1 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-1251 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-125] 

(CAT!]: 	(Go to CAT!-1251 
ICA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second rime./ 

I 24SP. 	Why? JCAT7:Maximum of] answer] (Interviewer: Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, 
house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house maintenance and outside work) 
(specify) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
/ (A Ti]: Length offield = 028 

/CATI-1251: 1f112=1 and 113=1, (Go to 1261 
Otherwise, 	(Go to 1281 

Now that you've told us about temporary situations, we are going to discuss persons or organizations 
who you assisted because of their long-term health or physical limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization for whom YOU DID OR ASSISTED WITH these 
activities because of their long-term health or physical limitation? For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual receiver. 

I CA Ti. 127A1: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Gotol27B/ 
<3> No (Go to 1271)1 
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(CAT! - 127B]: Interviewer Check item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same Enamel we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [Goto 127C] 
<3> No (Go to 127D1 

(CAT! - 127C]: Set R2 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 127E. 

(CAT! - 127D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set R2 Flag on person's/organization's roster recori 
Name 	 Help Received Flag (R2) 

Person X. 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!-127EJ: 	Set Respondent's Help Given Flag (HGBR Flag). 

[CATI-127F]: Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else you have assisted with these activities? (Interviewer: 
Activities include meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work) 

<1> Yes (GotoI27AJ 
<3> No (Go to 1281 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, DID YOU INDIVIDUALLY OR ON BEHALF OF AN ORGANIZATION do any 
part of someone's shopping for groceries or other necessities, provide transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or do their banking or bill paying (Includes preparing 
income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.)? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Gotol46] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to 1461 

Source: New Question 

Why? 
Because of their long-term health or physical limitations?(Any condition lasting or expected to last more 
than 6 months and which can be either chronic or permanent. include any references to failing 
health.) (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying 
(includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

131. 	Because of their temporary difficult times? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 
months including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death 
of someone close, etc.) (interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing 
transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking 
or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

	

ICATI-1321: 	If 128=1 and (130-131 NE]) IGo to 1331. 
Otherwise, Go to I CA Ti-I 34]. 

133. What was the reason? (Mark all that apply) (CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include 
shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 

	

<0> 	No other reason [Go to CATJ-]34] 

	

<1> 	Way tasks are shared in your/their household 

	

<2> 	To allow them more time for other things 

	

<3> 	Respite care (Planned relief or assistance) 

	

<4> 	Community Services or Probation Services order 

	

<5> 	Due to convenience or mutual benefit 

	

<6> 	Other (Go to 133SP/ 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to CATJ-1341 
ICATIJ. 	(Go to CAT7-1341 
/CATI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.! 

133SP. 	What was the reason? (CAT!: Maximum of] answer] (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for 
groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the 
doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 

(specify) 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
I CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

	

ICATI-134]: 	If 131=1, [Go to ]35]. 
Else If 130=1, (Go to 1451. 

Otherwise [Go to 1461. 
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The next few questions are about those temporary difficult times. What was the cause of their temporary 
difficult time? (Mark all that apply) I CAT!: Maximwn of 3 answers](inrerviewer: Activities include chopping 
for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the 
doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income taz but excludes 
providing financial assistance.) 
< 0> No other causes [Go to 1361 
< 1> Financial problems 
< 2> Unemployment 
< 3> Birth of a child/Pregnancy/Adoption 
<4> Problems with children 
< 5> Separation/Divorce 
< 6> Their own short-term illness or minor injury 
< 7> Short-term illness or minor injury of spouse/partner 
< 8> Short-term illness or minor injury of family member 
< 9> Short-term illness or minor injury of a close friend 
<10> Their own serious injury 
<11> Spouse/partner was seriously injured 
<12> Family member was seriously injured 
<13> Close friend was seriously injured 
<14> Death of spouse/partner 
<15> Death of family member 
<16> Death of a close friend 
<17> Other [Go to 135SP] 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1361 

[CAT!]: 	[Goto 1361 
[CATI-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time. / 
Source: New Question 

135SP. What was the cause of their temporary difficult time? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: 
Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paving (Includes preparing 
income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

(specify) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 136] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

Which activities do/did you do or assist with? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 
answ'ers/(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<0> 	No other activities [Go to 1371 
<1> 	Shopping for groceries or other necessities 
<2> 	Transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.) 
<3> 	Banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1371 

[CA Ti-EDIT: if there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

Source: New Question 

137. 	What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with these activities? 
(If the respondent was a volunteer or paid worker when s/he did these tasks, just list the name of the 
organization) (Mark all that apply).[ATI:  Maximum of 4 answers / IcATI: Allow for repeat answers.J 
[CAT!: For subsequent questions, ask. Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) 
to whom you provided assistance with these activities?! (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of 
the relationship - it is always to the respondent.) (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or 
other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, 
etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial 
assistance.) 

137A. Does this person live in your household? 
<1> Yes <3> No <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No one else [Go to 138] 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouse/Ex-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent ... 
<5> Daughter of respondent P 

<10> Father of respondent p 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent p p 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent p p 
<22> Grandfather of respondent p p p 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent pp p 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent pp p 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent -' 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent pp p 
<40> Nephew of respondent pp p 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent pp p 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent pp p 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent pp p 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 	[Go to 1371 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [Includes dieius and patients of self-employed professionals] [Go to 1 37SPJ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<$5> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) [Go to 137SP and 137A] 
<$6> Government (All levels and taxes) IGo to 1371 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) fGo to 1381 
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[CAT!]: 	[Go to 1381 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If 137=2, there can be no repeat answers of <24 
I CA TI-ED! T: If 137=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 137AJ 
I CA Ti-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 137AJ 

137SP. [If 137=83, ask: What is that organization's name? ] 
[if 137=85, ask. What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with 
these activities?J (For organizations, please give us the organization 's name and not the individual receiver.) 
(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation 
(including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) [CAT!: Maximum of 4 answers] 

(specify) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 138] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

138. How long ago did you begin to provide assistance with these activities? (lnterviewer: if there were/are 
several temporary situations, refer to the most recent or ongoing temporary situation that fell in the previous 
12 month period. )(Interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing 
transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking 
or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> 	lessthanlmonth 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than lyear 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

139. 	Is this assistance continuing? (To be provided to someone) (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for 
groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor 
or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing 
financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes [Go to 1411 
<3> No [Goto 140] 
<r> Refused (not stated)[Go to CA TI-143 I 

Source: New Question 
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140. 	How long ago did you stop assisting someone with these activities? (Interviewer: Activities include 
shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including nwbility assistance or trips 
to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but 
excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CATIJ: 	[Go to cAT!-1431 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect to continue to provide assistance with these activities in the future? (Interviewer: Activities 
include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance 
or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paving (Includes preparing income tax, 
but excludes providing financial assistance.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No [Goto 142] 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-1431 
Source: New Question 

Why? (Mark all that apph') [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (Interviewer: Activities include shopping for 
groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor 
or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing 
financial assistance.) 
<0> No other reason [Go to CATI.143] 
<1> 	No longer needs assistance [Go to CA7I-1431 
<2> 	Care receiver has died [Go to CA77-143] 
<3> 	Care receiver moved 
<4> Care giver moved 
<5> 	Care receiver changed jobs 
<6> 	Care giver changed jobs 
<7> Other [Go to 142SPJ 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-1431 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CA TI-143 / 

[CATIJ: 	[Go to CATI-1431 
I CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
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142SP. 	Why? [CAT!: Maximum of I answer] (interviewer: Activities include shopping for groceries or 
other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or 
dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying (includes preparing income tax, but excludes 
providing financial assistance.) 
(specify) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CATIJ: Length offield = 028 

[CA T!-143]: if 130=1 and 131=1, [Go to 1441. 
Othe,wise, [Go to 146]. 

Now that you've told us about temporary situations, we are going to discuss persons or organizations 
who you assisted because of their long-term health or physical limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization for whom YOU DID OR ASSISTED WITH these 
activities because of their long-term health or physical limitation? For organizations, please give us the 
organization's name and not the individual receiver. 

[CAT! - 145A]: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes[Gotol 45BJ 
<3> No [Gotol45D] 

[CAT! - 145B1: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes[Gotol45C] 
<3> No [Go to 145D] 

[CAT! - 145C]: Set R3 Flag on person 's/organization 's roster record and Go to 145E. 

I CA TI - 145D1: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set R3 Flag on person's/organization's roster record. 
Name 	 Help Received Flag (R3) 

Person X: 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> 	Refrsed (not stated) 

[CATI-145E]: 	Set Respondent's Help Given Flag (HGBR Flag). 

[CATJ-145FJ: interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else you have assisted with these activities? (interviewer: 
Activities include shopping for groceries or other necessities, providing transportation (including 
mobility assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking or bill paying 
(Includes preparing income tax, but excludes providing financial assistance.) 

<1> Yes [Goto 145A1 
<3> No [Go to 1461 

Source: New Question 
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In the past 12 months, HAVE YOU assisted anyone with a health or physical limitation by providing 
personal care such as assistance with bathing, toiletmg, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, 
shampooing and hair care or dressing? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [GotoI63/ 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) I Go to 1631 

Source: New Question 

Why? 

Because of their long-term condition? (Any condition lasting or expected to last more than 6 months and 
which can be either chronic or permanent. Include any references to failing health.) (Interviewer: Personal 
Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care 
or dressing.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<i> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

Because of their temporary condition? (A short-term condition lasting or expected to last less than 6 months 
including birth of a child, short-term health problems, moving or changing jobs, accident or the death of 
someone close, etc.) (interviewer: Personal Care actiyities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, 
brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<zr> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!-1501: 	If 146=1 and (148-149 NE 1) [Go to 151]. 
Otherwise, Go to ICAT1-1521. 

151. What was the reason? I CAT!: Maximum of I answer] (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, 
toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

(specify) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CA Ti]: Length offleld = 028 

ICATI-1521: 	if 149=1, [Go to 1531. 
ElseIfI48=1, [Go to 1621. 

Otherwise [Go to 1631. 
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Which activities do/did you do or assist with? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 6 answers] 
<0> 	No other activities [Goio 154] 
<1> 	Bathing 
<2> 	Toileting 
<3> 	Care of toenails/fingernails 
<4> Brushing teeth 
<5> Shampooing and hair care 
<6> Dressing 
<7> Other [Go to 153SP] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1541 

[CAT!]: 	[Gotol54J 
[CA Ti-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: New Question 

153SP. Which activities do/did you do or assist with? [CAT!: Maximum of 1 answer] (interviewer: Personal Care 
activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or 
dressing.) 

(specify) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with personal care? 
(If the respondent was a volunteer or paid worker when s/he did these rask.c, just list the name of the 
organization) (Mark all that apply). [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers ] [CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] 
[CAT!: For subsequent questions, ask: Is there anyone else? What is the relationship(s) to you of the 
person(s) to whom you provided assistance with personal care?] (interviewer: Personal Care activities are 
bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
(Interviewer: Please be mindfl4l to the direction of the relationship - it is always to the respondent.) 

154A. Does this person live in your household? 
<0> No one else [Go to 1551 	 <1> Yes <3> No <r> Refused (not stated) 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouse/Ex-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent"' 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-rn-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
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<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent - 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent ' 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent ' 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 	[Go to 1541 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [!nclude clients and patients of self-employed professionals] [Go to 154SP/ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) [Go to 154SP and 1544] 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Go to 1541 
< r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 1551 

[CAT!!: 	jGotoi5S/ 
[C'ATI-EDIT: If 154=2, there can be no repeat answers of<2>J 
(CA TI-EDIT: If 154=2, review household roster for Spouse. If spouse is present in household, do not ask 154A] 
[CAT/-EDIT: Review household roster. If single person household, do not ask 154A] 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

154SP. I If 154=83, ask: What is that organization's name? / 
[If 154=85, ask' What is the relationship(s) to you of the person(s) to whom you provided assistance with 
personal care?] (For organizations, please give us the organization 's name and not the individual 
receiver.)(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing 
teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
I CA TI: Allow for repeat answers.] (CATI: Maximum of 3 answers] 

(specify) 
<a> 	Refused (not stated) I Go to 1551 

I CAT/I: Length offield = 028 

155. How long ago did you begin to provide assistance with personal care? (interviewer: If there werelare 
several temporan' situations, refer to the most recent or on going temporary situation that fell in the previous 
12 month period. )(interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, 
brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<zr> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 
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Is this assistance with personal care continuing? (To be provided to someone) (interviewer: Personal Care 
activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or 
dressing.) 
<1> Yes [Goto 158] 
<3> No [Go to 1571 
<I> Refused (not stated)f Go to CA Ti-i 601 

Source: New Question 

How long ago did you stop assisting someone with personal care? (Interviewer: Personal Care activities 
are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 	1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 	3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 	6 months to less than 1 year - 
<5> 	1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
zr> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	JGo to CA TI-i 60] 
Source: New Question 

Do you expect to continue to provide assistance with personal care in the future? (Interviewer: Personal 
Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care 
or dressing.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to 1591 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CA TI-i 60] 
Source: New Question 

Why? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] (inrerviewer. Personal Care activities are 
bathing, toileting, care of toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<0> 	No other reason (Go to CA TI-i 601 
<1> 	No longer needs assistance [Go to CA77-1601 
<2> 	Care receiver has died [Go to CATI-1601 
<3> Care receiver moved 
<4> Care giver moved 
<5> Care receiver changed jobs 
<6> Care giver changed jobs 
<7> Other [Go to 159SP] 
<x> Don't know 	(Go to CA77-1601 
<r> Refused (not stated) 	[Go to CA TI-i 60] 

I CAT!]: [Go to CATI-1601 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
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1 59SP. Why? [CAT!: Maximum of I answer] (Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, roileting, care of 
toenails/fingernails, brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 

(specify) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

[CA TI-160J: If 148=1 and 149=1, [Go to 161]. 
Otherwise, [Go to 1631. 

Now that you've told us about temporary situations, we are going to discuss persons or organizations 
who you assisted because of their long-term health or physical limitations. 

What is the first name of each person or organization with a long-term health or physical limitation for 
whom YOU provided personal care? For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not 
the individual receiver. 

[CAT!- 162A1: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes [Gotol62B] 
<3> No [Go to 162D] 

I CAT! - 1 62B]: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same Enamel we talked about before? 
<1> Yes IGotol62CJ 
<3> No [Gotol62D] 

[CAT! - 162C]: Set R4 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 162E. 
[CAT!- 162DJ: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set R4 Flag on person's organization's roster record. 

Name 	 Help Received Flag (R4) 
Person X:  
Person 02:  
to 
Person 99:  
<r> Refused (nor stated) 

[CA TI-162E1: 	Set Respondent's Help Given Flag (HGBR Flag). 
[CA Ti-I 62F): 	Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else you have assisted with personal care? 

(Interviewer: Personal Care activities are bathing, toileting, care of roenails/fingernails, 
brushing teeth, shampooing and hair care or dressing.) 
<1> Yes [Goroi62A] 
<3> No [Go to 1631 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, have you checked up on anyone to make sure they were okay by visiting or 
telephoning them? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Goto 1651 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1651 

Source; New Question 
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What is the first name of the person or organization you have checked up on most often to make sure they 
were okay by visiting or telephoning them? For organizations, please give us the organization 's name and 
not the individual receiver. [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 

[CAT! - 164A1: interviewer Check item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 
<1> Yes IGo to 164B] 
<3> No [Gotoi64D] 

[CAT! - 1 64B]: interviewer Check item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same [name] we talked about before? 
<1> Yes [GotoJ64C] 
<3> No [Gotol64DJ 

[CATI - 164C]: Set R5 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 164E. 

[CAT! - I 64D]: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set R5 Flag on person's/organization's roster record. 
Name 	 Help Received Flag (R5) 

Person X: 
Person 02: 
to 
Person 99: 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CA Ti-i 64E]: 	interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else you have checked up on to make sure they 
were okay? (If more than 2 others, please list the 2 whom you visited or telephoned most 
often.) (interviewer: Activity is respondent checking up on someone to make sure that they 
were okay by visiting or telephoning them.) 
<1> Yes fGotoi64AJ 
<3> No [Goto 165] 

Source: New Question 

In the past 12 months, have you provided anyone with emotional support? (interviewer: Examples of 
emotional support are keeping spirits up, confiding in someone, helping through a difficult time, someone with 
whom to laugh or cry, giving reassurance, encouragement, etc.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[GotoCAT1-999] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT1-9991 

Source: New Question 
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166. What is the first name of the person or organization to whom you provided the most emotional support? 
For organizations, please give us the organization's name and not the individual receiver.(Interviewer: 
Examples of emotional support are keeping spirits up, confiding in someone, helping through a difficult lime, 
someone with whom to laugh or cry, giving reassurance, encouragement, etc.) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 
answers] 

[CAT! - 166A1: Interviewer Check Item: Display and review the roster. 
Is this person or organization already listed on the roster? 

<1> Yes JGotol66BJ 
<3> No [Gotol66D/ 

I CAT! - 166BJ: Interviewer Check Item: Check with respondent. 
Is this the same Enamel we talked about before? 
<1> Yes /Gotol66C] 
<3> No [Go zol66D] 

/C4TI 166(71: Set R6 Flag on person's/organization's roster record and Go to 166E. 

/('ATI - 1661.)!: New Member of roster: Add name to roster and set R6 Flag on person 's/orlanizatwn 'S roster record. 

Person X:  
Person 02:  
to 
Person 99: 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

!CATI-166E/: 	Interviewer Check Item: Is there anyone else to whom you have provided important 
emotional support? (If more than 2 others, please list the 2 most important.) (Interviewer: 
Lwinples of emotional support are keeping spirits up, confiding in someone, helping through 
a difficult time, someone with whom to laugh or cry, giving reassurance, encouragement, 
etc.) 
<1> Yes [Gotoi66A] 
<3> No [Go to cATI-999] 

Source: New Question 

/ (i4TI-9Q)f: 	I Go to A1V/ 
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SECTION A Demographic Information on Non-Household Roster Members - Help Received by Respondent 

A1XX. Now, I would like to ask a few questions about the people who help you. 

[CA TI-AOl: 	Set X=l 

[CATI-AOAJ: If HGJ+HG2+HG3+HG4+HG5+HG6=0 for Person X, [Go to CATI-B851 
Else if Person X is a household member, [Go to CA TI-BOO] 
Else, [Go to Al] 

Al. 	What is the relationship of {Person X} to you? (Interi'iewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the 
relationship - it is always to the respondent.) 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spousefEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-rn-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization flnclude self-employed professionals - e.g. doctors, lawyers] [Set ORG 1] 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here) [Go to AJSPJ 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Set ORG=l] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
< r> Refused (not stated) 

I CATIJ: 	[Go toA2] 
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Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

A1SP. What is the relationship of (Person X} to you? 

[CATI/ 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
Length offield = 028 

During the past 12 months, how often did you see (Person X)? Was it 

<1> 	Daily 
<2> At least once a week 
<3> At least once a month 
<4> Less than once a month 
<5> 	Notatall 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, CycleS, 1990, Question BlO. 

During the past 12 months, how often did you have contact by letter or telephone with (Person X)? Was 
it 

<I> 	Daily 
<2> At least once a week 
<3> At least once a month 
<4> Less than once a month 
<5> 	Not at all 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 5, 1990, Question BlO. 

/CATJ-A41: 	If ORG=J, (Go to CAT/-BOO I 
Otherwise, IGo to A51 

AS. 	What is (Person XI 's sex? (Interviewer: Ask A5 only if sex of (Person X us not known./ 

<I> Male 
<2> Female 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

> 	Refused (not stated) 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D23. 
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What is (Person X) 's age? 

<1> Under 15 
<2> 15-24 
<3> 25-34 
<4> 35-44 
<5> 45-54 
<6> 55-64 
<7> 65-74 
<8> 75-84 
<9> 85+ 
<x> Don't know 
<xl> Person is deceased [Go to CATI-A991 
<i-> Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D23. 

Does (Person X} live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit] 
<5> More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused(not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

[CATl-A99] [Go to CA TI-BOO] 
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Section B: 	Help Received by Respondent - Day to Day Help 
Activities: (child care) (meal preparation and clean-up) (house cleaning, laundry and sewing) 
(house maintenance and outside work) (shopping for groceries and other necessities) 
(transportation) (banking and bill paying) (personal care) 

General Instructions 
The questions in this section are generally person and activity specfIc i.e. for each (Person X) on the help 

(given by (Person Xi to respondent) roster all relevant activity blocks are asked. Questions £01 - B09S represent 
generic (Person X) and (Activity YJ.  The following are the actual numbering sequences: 

(child care) (Numbering will be B0l-BO9S), 
(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering Bli-BJ9S), 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing I  (Numbering B21-B29S), 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Numbering B31-B39S), 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering B41-B49S), 
(transportation) (Numbering B51-B59S), 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering B61 -B69S) 
(personal care) (Numbering B71-B79S). 

The CAT! version of the questionnaire will thus have 8 times the number of questions presented here. It will contain 
8 "sub-sections "with one sub-section per activity. 

In addition, there should be the following CAT! instructions: 

(Before the "child care" sub-section of questions) 
[CAT/-BOO] IF HG) = 0 for (Person Xi IGo to CATJ-B10J ("meal preparation and clean-up" sub-section). 
Else, JGo to B0IJ 

2. 	(Before the "meal preparation and clean-up" sub-section of questions) 
ICATI-Blo] IFHG2 = 0 for (Person X), [Go to CATI-B401 ("shopping for groceries and other necessities" 
sub-section). 
Else, [Go to Bill 

(Before the "shopping for groceries and other necessities" sub-section of questions) 
[CAT!-B401 IF HG3 = 0 for (Person Xl,  [Go to CATI-B701 ("personal care" sub-section). 
Else, [Go to B41] 

4. 	(Before the "personal care" sub-section of questions) 
I CATJ-B701 IF HG4 = 0 for (Person X), I Go to B801. 
Else. (Go to B711 
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Finally, there should be the following CAT! edits: 
(In the "child care" sub-section of questions) 

BOJA (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months (Person X) has 
assisted you with child care. Has (Person X) assisted you with child care? 
<1> Yes [Set HG] =1, Store <1> in BOl, Set Child Care Flag (CC Flag) to I and Go to B021 
<3> No [CAT!: Set HG] = 0 for (Person X//, [Go to CATI-BlO] 
<x> Don't know [CAT!: Set HG] = 0 for (Person X)I, [Go to CA TI-B /0] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [CAT!: Set HG] = 0 for (Person XI], [Go to CATJ-BIOf 

(In the "house maintenance and outside work" sub-section of questions) 

(CAT1-B31A] if B]] NE I and B21 NE] for (Person X/, [Go to B31B] 
Else, [Go to CAT!-B401 

831B (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months, (Person X) has 
assisted you with meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work. Has (Person X) assisted you with at least one of these activities? 
<l>Yes [Set HG2=1, Go to Bill 
<3>No [CAT!: Set HG2 = 0 for (Person XI],  [Go to CATL.B401 
zx> Don't know [CAT!: Set HG2 = 0 jbr (Person XII, IGo to CAT!-B40] 
r> Refused (not stated) [CAT!: Set 1-fG2 = 0 for (Person X)J,  [Go to CATI-B40] 

(In the "banking and bill paying" sub-section of questions) 

[CATI-B6]A] If B41 NE I and B51 NE 1 for [Person X], [Go to B61B] 
Else, [Go to CA77-B701 

B61B (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months, (Person X) has 
assisted you with shopping for groceries and other necessities, providing transportation (including mobility 
assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing your banking and bill paying. Has (Person X) 
assisted you with at least one of these activities? 
<1> Yes [Set HG3=1, Go to B41 / 
<3>No [CAT!: Set HG3 = 0 for (Person XI],  [Go to CA77-B70] 
<x> Don 't know [CAT!: Set HG3 = 0 for (Person X)],  [Go to CA71-B70] 
zr> Refused (not stated) [CAT!: Set HG3 = 0 for (Person XII,  [Go to CATI-B70] 

(in the "personal care" sub-section of questions) 

B7IA (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months (Person X) has 
assisted you with personal care. Has (Person X) assisted you with personal care? 
<1> Yes [Set HG4=1. Store <1> in B71, Set Personal Care Flag (PC Flag) to I and Go to B721 
<3> No [CAT!: Set HG4 = 0 for (Person X)],  [Go to B801 
<x> Don 't know [CAT!: Set HG4 = 0 for (Person X)], [Go to B801 
zr> Refused (not stated) [CAT!: Set HG4 = 0 for (Person XI]. [Go to B80] 

Please see the flow chart for more details. 



** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support ** 

BOl. During the past 12 months, has (Person X) assisted with (Activity Y)? 
<I> 	Yes [CAT!: Set flag for (Activity Y)to 11 (Activity YFlags are: Child Care (CC); Meal preparation 

and clean-up (MP); house cleaning, laundry and sewing (HC); house maintenance and outside work 
(HM); shopping for groceries and other necessities (GS); transportation (T); banking and bill paying 
(BB); and personal care (PC).) 

<3> No [Go to BOJAJ / B21, B31, CATI-B3IA, B51, B61, CATJ-B61A, B71A *1 
<x> Don't know / Go to BOIAJ /' B21, B31, CATI-B31A, B51, B61, CAT!-B6IA, B71A I 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to BOJA] 1*  B21, B31, CAT!-B31A, B51, B61, CATI-B6IA, B71A "I 

Source: General Social Survey, CycleS, 1990, Question F10 

How often does (Person X) help with (Activity Y)? 
<1> 	Daily [Go to B02A] 1*B12A,  B22A, B32A, B42A, B52A, B62A, B72A"1 
<2> Weekly I Go to B02B/ I*BI2B,  B22B, B32B, B42B, B52B, B62B, B72B*1 
<3> Monthly [ Go to B02CJ 1*B12C,  B22C, B32C, B42C, B52C, B62C, B72C*I 
<4> 	Less than Monthly /Go to B031 1*B13,  B23, B33, B43, B53, B63, B73*1 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) iGo to B03] 1*B13,  823, B33. B43, B53, B63, B73*/ 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to B031 1*B13,  B23, B33, B43, B53, B63, B73*/ 

Source: Question worded differently from Cycle 5, GSS. Question taken from Interview schedule from the caregiver portion of the 
"Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c and 32d. 

B02A. What is the number of times DAILY {Person X} provides assistance with {Activity Y}? 
times 	[CAT!: 1-501 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!]: 	[Go to B031 I*B13,  B23, B33, B43, B53, B63, B73*1 

B02B. What is the number of times WEEKLY (Person X) provides assistance with (Activity Y)? 
times 	[CAT!: 1-501 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!!: 	(Go to 8031 1*B13,  B23, B33, B43, B53, B63, B 73*1 

B02C. What is the number of times MONTHLY (Person X) provides assistance with (Activity Y)? 
_____ times 	[CAT!: 1-50] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: Question worded differently from Cycle 5, GSS. Question taken from Interview schedule from the caregiver portion of the 
"Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c and 32d. 

About how much time does (Person X} spend on (Activity Y) on each occasion? (Record in minutes/per 
occasion assisted) (CAT!: For B43, display: (Interviewer: Exclude time spent for transportation.)] 

minutes [CAT!: 1-9999] 	a 	Conversion Chart 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Sow-ce: Question taken from Inlet -view schedule from the caregiver portion of the "Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c 
and 32d. 
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B04. How long ago did you begin to receive assistance from (Person X) with (Activity Y)? 
<1> 	less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 yearto less than2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

[CATI-BO5XJ: Review household roster; relationship to respondent. 
If (Person X) is respondent's spouse, common-law partner (Code <2>) or 
same sex partner( Code <70>, [Go to CATJBi01/*B21, B31, CA7I-B40, B51, B61, CAT1-B70, B80*11 
Else, [Go To B05] 1*B15,  B25, B35, B45, B55, B65, B75*1 

Is (Person X) paid for providing assistance with (Activity Y)? (interviewer: Include payment in kind 
reduced rent and other types of reciprocal arrangements.) 
<1> Yes 
<3> 	No [Go To B071 1*B17,  B27, B37, B47, B57, B67, B77*1 
<x> 	Don't know IGo to B071 1*B17,  B27, B37, B47, B57, B67, B77*/ 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to B071 1''B1 7, B27, B37, B47, B57, B67, B77*/ 

Source: New Question 

What is the relationship to you of the person or organization who PAYS (Person X) for assisting with 
{Activity Y}? (Mark all that apply) (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is 
always to the respondent.) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers ] 
<0> No others [Go to B07] 1*B17,  B27, B37, B47, B57, B67, B77*1 
<1> Respondent 
<2> Spouse/p armer of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouse/Ex-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 



** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii. Social and Community Support ** 

<35> Sister-rn-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization (Includes self-employed professionals. Eg. doctors and IawyersJ [Go to 

B06S]/*B1 6S,B26S,B36S,B46S,B56S,B66S, B76S*I 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (interviewer: Do not include organizations here.)[GO to B06SJ/*B1  6S,B26S,B36S,B46S,BS6S,B66S, 

B76S / 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to B071 1*B17,  B27, B37, B47, B57, 1367, B77*1 
<c> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to B071 1*B17,  1327, 1337, B47, B57, B67, B77*1 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to 13071 1*B17,  B27, 1337, B47, B57, B67, B77*1 
JCA TI-EDIT: If B06 /*B]6,  B26, B36, B46, B56, B66, B76ed1=2,  there can be no repeat answers of<2>J 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

B06S. [If B06 1*B16,  B26, B36, B46, 1356, B66, B76*1=83,  ask. What is that organization's name? I 
[If B061*8]6,  B26, B36, B46, B56, B66, B76*1=85, ask: What is the relationship to you of the person who 
PAYS {Person X} for assisting with {Activity Y}?/ fATI: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum 
of 3 answers] 

(specify) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to B071 /*B17,  B27, B37, B47, B57, B67, B77*/ 
cr> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to Go to B071 /*Bi  7, 1327, 1337, B47, B57, B67, B771 

I CAT!!: Length offield = 028 

B07. What is the relationship to you of the person or organization who ARRANGED for {Person X} to assist 
you with {Activity Y}? (Mark all that apply) [ATI. For subsequent questions, ask. Is there anyone else? 
What is the relationship to you of the person or organization who ARRANGED for (Person XI to assist you 
with (Activity YJ?] (Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the relationship - it is always to the 
respondent.) [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> No others [Go to B081 1*B18,  B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, 878"1 
<1> Respondent 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouse/Ex-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 

RE 
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<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-rn-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [Includes self-employed professionals. Eg. doctors and lawyers] [Go to 

B07S]/B] 7S, B2 7S,B37S,B47S,B57S, B67S, B77S *1 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer.. Do not include organizations here.) [Go to B07S] 1*B1 7S,B27S,B37S,B47S,B57S,B67S, 

B77S*/ 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response OnJy)[Go  to B081 /*B]8.  B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, B78*1 
<r> 	Refused (not stated)JGo to B08] /*B18,  B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, B78*I 

(CAT!]: 	[Go to B081 I*B]8,  B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, B78'1 
[CA TI-EDIT: If B07 1*B17,B27,B37,B47,B57,B67, B77d1=2, there can be no repeat answers of<2>J 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 

B07S. [If B07 1*B1 7,B27,B37,B47,B57,B67, B77*1  =83. ask. What is that organization's name?] 

(If B07 /*B17,B27.B37,B47,B57,867, B77*/  =85, ask What is the relationship to you of the person who 
ARRANGED for {Person X} to assist you with {Activity Y}? [CAT!: For subsequent questions, ask. Is 
there anyone else? What is the relationship to you of the person or organization who ARRANGED for (Person 
XI to assist you with (Activity Y)?]f  CAT!: Allow for repeat answers.] [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 

(specify) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go to BOS] /''B]8, B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, B78*1 
<r> 	Refused (not stated)! Go to B087 /*B18, B28, B38, B48, B58, B68, B78*1 

[cA rh: Length offield = 028 

M. 
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Was it difficult to arrange {Person X}'s assistance with {Activity Y}? 
<1> Yes 
<3> 	No (Go to C'ATI-BIOJ /*B21,  B31, C'AT!-B40, B51, B61, cATI-B70, B80*1 
<x> 	Don't know [Go to CATI-BlO] /*B21, B31, C'ATJ-B40, B51, B61, C'ATI-B70, B 10*! 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to CATI-BlO] !*B21,  B31, CATI-B40, B51, B61, CATJ-B70, B80*1 

Source: HALS (Adults 15 and Over), Question C36. 

What difficulties were experienced arranging (Person X)'s assistance with {Activity Y}? (Mark all that 
apply) fATI: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> No others (Go to CATI-BlO] 1*B21,  B31, CATI-B40, B51, B61, CATJ-B70, B80*1 
<1> 	Finding good quality caregivers 
<2> 	Knowing what to look for to ensure good quality assistance 
<3> 	Few or no options 
<4> 	Cost of help 
<5> 	Compatibility of helper (language, personality, gender, etc) 
<6> 	Delay in obtaining assistance 
<7> 	Other (Go to B09S/!*B1 9S,B29S,B39S,B49S,B59S,B69S, B79S*1 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response OnIy)(Go to CA77B10I1*B21, 831,CA77-B40,B51,B6i, CA77-B70, B80*1 
<r> 	Refused (not stated)f Go to CATI-BlO] /*B21,  B31, CAT!-B40, B51, B61, CATI-B70, B80*1 

I CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-B10] /*B21,  B31, CATJ-B40, B51, B61, CA TI-B 70, B80*1 
Source: HALS (AduJts 15 and Over). Question C37 and some response categories from the 1988 National Child Care Survey, 2uestion Q14. 

B09S. What difficulties were experienced arranging {Person X}'s assistance with (Activity Y)? [CA TI: Maximum 
of 3 answers] 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response OnI y)[ Go to CATIB1011*B21, B31,CA7I-B40,B51,B61, CATJ-B70, B80*I 
<r> 	Refused (not stated)[ Go to CATI-B101 /*B21,  B31, CATJ-B40, B51, B61, CATI-B70, B80*1 

(CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

General Instructions 
Insert items CAT!-Bi0,CATI-B40, CATI-B70 when required and repeat question block B01-B09S for next activity: 
(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering B] 1-B 195), 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing) (Numbering B21-B29S). 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Nunthering B31-B39S). 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering B41-B49S), 
(transportation) (Numbering B51 -B59S), 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering B61 -B69S), 
(personal care) (Numbering B71-B79S). 
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B80. If(HGJ +HG2+HG3+HG4+HG5=0*) then [Go to B80A ] Else ASK: 
What other activities does (Person X) assist you with that we have not talked about? (Mark all that apply) 
(interviewer: On first presentation to a respondent, all categories should be read. On subsequent 
presentations, the categories need only be read if respondent requests or probing is thought necessan'.) 
[CAT!: Maximum of 5 answers; no repeat answers] 
<0> None/No other activities [Go to CA Ti-B8OA ] 
<1> Making arrangements such as obtaining information, making appointments or negotiating the 

provision of services. 
<2> Care of other household members who have a long-term health or physical limitation 
<3> Use of medical or health equipment or any assistance with medication 
<4> 	Socializing (Visiting neighbours, attending clubs, lodges, and religious activities) 
<5> Something else (Reading, letter writing, clothes shopping, walking or other exercise, pet care, crc) 

[Go to J380S] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)! Go to CA Ti-B8OA I 
<r> Refused (not stated)[ Go to CAT1-B80A] 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-B80A] 
Source: New Question 
*Qtestion B80 is not asked if the only activity the respondent was given help with was emotional support. 

B80S. What other activities does (Person X) assist you with that we have not talked about?[CAT1: Maximum of 
5 answers] 

(specify) 	[Go to B801 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go to CA77-B80AJ 
<r> Refused (not stated)[Go to CA T!-B8OA ] 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

[CATI-B80A]: Review household roster; relationship to respondent. 
if (Person X) is respondent's spouse, common-law partner (Code <2>) or 

same sex partner(Code <70>, [Go to CATI-B81] 
Else, [Go to B80A] 

B80A. !f(HG6=0 *) then [Go to CA Ti-B81 ] ELSE ASK: 
You said earlier that (Person X) provided you with emotional support. Why do you turn to {Person X} 
for emotional support? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 5 answers; no repeat answers! 
<0> No particular reason! No other reason [Go to CA77-B811 
<1> Because they are a member of the family 
<2> Because you have known them for a long time 
<3> Because they are a very close friend 
<4> Because they have experienced similar problems 
<5> Because you helped them with (during) a similar situation 
<6> Because of some other reason [Go to B800] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) JGo to CAT!-B811 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CATJ-B81] 

(CAT!]: 	[Go to CAT!-B81] 
*Quesrion  B80A is only asked if emotional support was one of the activities that the respondent was given help with. 
Source: INRS: Nov,1995. 
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B800. Why do you turn to (Person X) for emotional support? [CAT!: Maximum of 5 answers] 
(specify) 	 [Go to B80A] 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CATI-B811 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CATJ-B811 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
Source: INRS: Nov,1995. 

I CATJ-B81J: If ((HG2 +HG3+HG4) NEO) and Primary Caregiver Flag*  0 then [Go to B821 
Else, [ Go to CAT!-B85] 

* Questions B82 - B84 are not asked when the only activities for which the respondent received assistance were (child 
care), (checking-up) and (emotional support). The Primary Care giver(of respondent) Flag (PCTR Flag) is set to 1 
in Question B82 when the respondent identifies a specific (Person X/ as their primary care giver. 

Do you consider (Person X) as your primary care giver? 

	

<1> 	Yes (Set Primary' Caregiver Flag (PCTR Flag) to 1) 
<3> No I Go to CATI-B851 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CATI-B851 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-B85] 

JCATI: If ORG=0, ask: 
Is there anyone who takes over assisting you if (Person X) needs a break? (Interviewer: Includes respire 
care in home or elsewhere for the respondent; vacations, days off and emergencies for the care giver.)] 
Else, [Go to A7I-B851 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

884. [CAT!: If ORG=0, ask: 
Does (Person X) receive help with other responsibilities so that they can assist you?1 (interviewer: 
Eamples include child care, housework, shopping, etc.) 
Else. [Go to C'ATI-B85] 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 

	

<j-> 	Refused (not stated) 

JC.4T1-B851: If (Person XI is the last person in the roster, (Go to CA TI-Coil 
Otherwise, (Go to CA TI-A OA for the next roster member (i.e. X=X+1)J 

	

/C111I-R'9YJ: 	fco to CAT/-CO/i 
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Fft17tSi 	sjir; 	I 	11D1jI'i 

I, 

The questions in this section, CATI-COl - C05S, are activity specific and are given only for a generic (Activity YJ.  In 
the CA77 version of the questionnaire, however, these questions will be explicitly repeated for each of the following 
8 activities: 

(child care) (Numbering will be CA77-001-005S), 
(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering CA7I-C11-C15S), 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing) (Numbering CAT!-C21-C25S), 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Numbering CAT!-C31-C35S), 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering CATI-C41 -C45S), 
(transportation) (Numbering CAT!- C51 - C55S). 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering CATJ-C61-C65S), 
(personal care) (Numbering CAT!- C71 -C75S). 

The CA77 version of the questionnaire will thus have 8 times the number of questions presented here. It will contain 
8 "sub-sections", with one sub-section per activity. Each sub-section starts with the appropriate version of [ CA Ti-CO 1/ 
(stated further below): 

[CA TI-COIl: If (Child Care) flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0. [Go to CA TI-Cl]] 
ICA TI-Cl]]: If (Meal Preparation & Clean-Up)flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [ Go to CAT!-C21] 
[CATI-C211: If (House Cleaning, Laundry and Sewing)flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [ Go to CAT!-

C31 / 
1CATI-C311: If (House Maintenance and Outside Work) flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [Go to CAT!-

C41 ] 
JCATI-C411: If (Shopping for Groceries ... ) flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0. [Go to CA77-051/ 
[CAT1-051]: If(Transportation)flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [Go to CATI-C611 
[CA77-C61J: If (Banking and Bill Paying)flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [Go to CA77-C71J 
[CATI-C71]: If (Personal Care) flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [Go to CATI-C99] 

[CA TI-COil: If (Activity Y)flag (introduced in Section B) is equal to 0, [Go to CATI-Cli] 1*CATIC21,CATI 
C31, CATI-C41, CATI-051, CATI-C61, CATI-C71 ,CATJ-C99] *1 
Else, [Go to CO21 I'Cl2, C22, C32, C42, C52, C62, C72*1 

CO2. If you had to, how much of {Activity Y} could you do without assistance? 

<1> 	All of it 
<2> Some of it 
<3> None of it 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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CO3. Is the assistance you receive with (Activity Y) adequate to meet your needs? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go To C041 1*04, C24, C34, C44, C54, C64, C74*1 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CA  Ti]: 	[Go to C051 1*05, C25, C35, C45, C55, C65, C75"1 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 5, 1990, Question K4(a) 

What change would you make in assistance with (Activity Y) to adequately meet your needs? 

(specify) 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

What sources of information were used when searching for this assistance with (Activity Y)? (Mark all 
that apply) fATI: Maximum of 3 answers] 
<0> No other sources [Go to CATI-ClIJ I" CATI-C21,CATI-C31,CATJ-C41,CATI-051,CATJ-C61,CAT!-

C71,CATIC99*1 
< 1> Close friends 
< 2> Neighbours 
< 3> Co-workers 
< 4> Relatives 
< 5> Previous caregivers 
< 6> Referrals from professionals (eg. doctors, psychologists) 
<7> Bulletin boards/Pamphlets and books 
< 8> Paid Advertising (Radio/TV/Yellow Pages/Newspapers) 
< 9> A daycare centre/agency/information centre/school 
<10> Public health unit 
<12> A community centre/seniors' centre/any other seniors' programs 
<13> A church, ethnic or religious organization or service, fraternal or status clubs 
<14> Nothing IGo to CATI-Cil] / CATI-C21,CAT1-C31,CATI-C41,CATI-051,CAT1-C61,CATI-C71, 

CATlC99*/ 
<15> Other [Go to C05SJ1Cl  5S, C25S, C35S, C45S, CSSS, C65S, C75S / 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-Cli] I  CATI-01, CA71-01, CAT!-C41, CA77-051, CATI-C61, CATI-C71, 

CA Tl-C99'4V 
<r> Refused (not stated)[Go to CATI-Cll/ 1*  CATJ-C21, CATI-C31, CATJ-C41, CA TI-CS), CATI-C61, 

CATI-C71, CATIC99*1 

I CA  TI]: 	[Go to CATI-Cli] I" CA7I-C2],CA7I-C3], CA TI-C41, CA TI-051, CA Tl-C61, CA Ti-C71 , CATJ-C99 "I 
[CAT/-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
Source: 1988 NATIONAL CHILD CARE SURVEY Question Q14. 
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C05S. What sources of information were used when searching for this assistance with {Activity Y}? I CA TI: 
Maximum of 3 answers I 

[CATIJ 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 
Length offield = 028 

General Instructions 
Repeat question block CA TI-00l-CO5S for next activily: 
(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering CA TI-Gil - CJ5S), 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing) (Numbering GA7I-G21-G25S), 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Numbering CATI-C31-C35S), 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering CATJ-C4 1 -C45S), 
(transportation) (Numbering CATI-051-055S), 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering CAT!- C61 - C65S), 
(personal care) (Numbering CA TI- C71 -C75S). 

[CATI-C991: (Go to DJXXJ 
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SECTION D Demographic information on Non-Household Roster Members - Help Given by Respondent 

DIXX. Now, I would like to ask a few questions about the people you help. 

(CA TI-DOJ: 	Set X=1  
I CA TI-DUAl: If RI +R2+R3+R4+R5+R6=0 for (Person Xi, (Go to CATI-E861 

Else if ((Person Xi is a household member) OR (Al NE Blank), (Go to CATI-EOOJ 
Else, [Go to DII 

DI. 	What is the relationship of (Person X) to you?(Interviewer: Please be mindful to the direction of the 
relationship - it is always to the respondent.) 
<2> Spouse/partner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spouselEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization fincludes clients and patients of self-employed professionals] [Set ORG=1] 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here)f Go to DISP] 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) [Set ORG=IJ 
<zr> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT!J: 	(Go to 1)21 
Source: (,eneral Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question INTRO_2. 
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D1SP. What is the relationship of (Person X) to you? 
(specify) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CATI]: Length offield = 028 

During the past 12 months, how often did you see (Person X)? Was it -. 

<1> 	Daily 
<2> At least once a week 
<3> At least once a month 
<4> Less than once a month 
<5> 	Not at all 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, CycleS, 1990, Question BlO. 

During the past 12 months, how often did you have contact by letter or telephone with (Person X)? Was 
it 

<1> 	Daily 
<2> At least once a week 
<3> At least once a month 
<4> Less than once a month 
<5> 	Not at all 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cyde 5, 1990, Question BlO. 

[CATI-D41: If ORG=i [Go to CATI-E001 
Otherwise, JGo to D51 

D5. 	What is (Person X) 's sex? [Interviewer: Ask D5 only if sex of (Person X us not known.J 

<1> Male 
<2> Female 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D23. 
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What is {Person X} 's age? 

<1> Under 15 
<2> 15-24 
<3> 25-34 
<4> 35-44 
<5> 45-54 
<6> 55-64 
<7> 65-74 
<8> 75-84 
<9> 85+ 
<x> Don't know 
<ci> Person is deceased [ Go to CATI-D99] 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D23. 

Does (Person X) live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> 	in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> 	in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit] 
<5> 	More than a haff day's journey each way by land travel? 
<r> 	Refused(not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

/CATI-D991: [Go to CAT/-EGO I 
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FiIOI 	tt 	JII sr 1JJ 

Activities: (child care) (meal preparation and dean-up) (house cleaning, laundry and sewing) {house maintenance 
and outside work) {shopping for groceries and other necessities) {transportation} (banking and bill paying) 
(personal care) 

General Instructions 
The questions in this section are generally person and activity specific i.e. for each (Person XI on the help (received 
by (Person XI from respondent) roster, all relevant activity blocks are asked. Questions EOI - E09S represent generic 
(Person Xi and (Activity Y). The following are the actual numbering sequences: 

(child care) (Numbering will be EOl -EO9S), 
(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering Eli-El 9S), 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing) (Numbering E21 -E29S). 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Numbering E31-E39S), 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering E41 -E49S), 
(transportation) (Numbering E51-E59S), 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering E61 -E69S) 
(personal care) (Numbering E71-E79S). 

The CAT7 version of the questionnaire will thus have 8 times the number of questions presented here. it will contain 
8 "sub-sections" with one sub-section per activity. 

In addition, there should be the following CAT! instructions: 

(Before the "child care" sub-section of questions) 
[CATI-EOO] IFRI = 0 for (Person X), (Go to CATI-ElOJ ("meal preparation and clean-up" sub-section). 
Else, [Go to EOl] 

(Before the "meal preparation and clean-up" sub-section of questions) 
1 CA TI-El 0] iF R2 = 0 for (Person X), (Go to CA77-E401 ("shopping for groceries and other necessities" sub-
section). 
Else, [Go to Eli] 

(Before the "shopping for groceries and other necessities" sub-section of questions) 
ICATJ-E401 IF R3 = Ofor (Person XI, [Go to CATI-E70] ("personal care" sub-section). 
Else, [Go to Ml] 

(Before the "personal care" sub-section of questions) 
JCATJ-E70/ IFR4 = 0 for (Person X), I Go to E80] 
Else, [Go to E71] 
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Finally, there should be the following CAT! edits: 

(In the "child care" sub-section of questions) 

EOJA (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months you assisted 
(Person X) with child care. Have you assisted (Person X) with child care? 

<1> Yes [Set Ri=l, Store <1> in EO) and Go to GATI-EOIC] 
<3> No [CAT!: Set Ri = 0 for (Person XII,  [Go to CATI-EOJCJ 
<x> Don't know [CAT!: Set Ri = 0 for (Person Xj], [Go to C'AT!-EOICJ 
<r> Refused (not stated) [CAT!: Set RI = 0 for (Person X)],  [Go to CATI-EOICJ 

(In the "house maintenance and outside work" sub-section of questions) 

[CATI-E3IA] If Eli NE) and E21 NE 1 for IPerson X), [Go to E3IB/ 
Else, [Go to CATI-E401 

E3IB (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months, you have 
assisted (Person X) with meal preparation and clean-up, house cleaning, laundry and sewing, or house 
maintenance and outside work Have you assisted (Person X) with at least one of these activities? 

<1> Yes [Set R2 =1, Go to Eli] 
<3> No [CAT!: Set R2 = 0 for (Person X)],  [Go to CATJ-E31C] 
<x> Don't know ICAT!: Set R2 = 0 for (Person X)],  [Go to CATI-E31 C] 
<r> Refused (not stated)! CAT!: Set R2 = 0 for (Person Xi],  [Go to CATI-E31C] 

(In the "banking and bill paying" sub-section of questions) 

[CA Tl-E6JAJ If E41 NE) and E51 NE 1 for (Person Xi, [Go to E6JBJ 
Else, [Go to CATI-FJ01 

E61B (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months, you have 
assisted (Person X) with shopping for groceries and other necessities, providing transportation (Including 
ma bilirv assistance or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), or doing their banking and bill paying. Have you 
assisted (Person I) with at least one of these activities? 

<1> Yes [Set R3 =1, Go to E41] 
<3> No [CAT!: Set R3 = 0 for (Person XII,  [Go to ATl-E61CJ 
<x> I)on't know [CAT!: Set R3 = 0 for (Person XII,  [Go to C'AT!-E6IC] 
<r> Refused (not staredf c,4T1: Set R$ = H for (Person X)J, [Go to GATI-E61CJ 
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4. 	(In the "personal care" sub-section of questions) 

E7IA (Error Screen): Earlier in the interview, you indicated that during the past 12 months you have 
assisted (Person X) with personal care. Have you assisted (Person X) with personal care? 

<1> Yes [Set R4=1, Store <I> in E71.and Go to CA T1-E71 C] 
<3> No [CAT!: Set R4 = 0 for (Person XI],  [Go to CATI-E71C] 
<r> Don't know [CAT!: Set R4 = 0 for (Person XI], [Go to CATI-E7IC] 
<r> Refused (not stated)[CAT!:  Set R4 = 0 for (Person XI],  [Go to CATI-E7ICJ 

Please see the flow chart for more details. 

EO1. [CAT!]: [If ORG =0, ask. 
During the past 12 months, have you assisted {Person X} with (Activity Y}?J 

[CAT!]: [If ORG =], ask: 
During the past 12 months, have you assisted people with (Activity Y} for (Person X)?J 

<1> Yes [Go to CATI-EOICJ /*CATIE]1C, CATI-E21C, CATJ-E31C, CATI-E41C, CATI-E51C, CAT!- 
E6IC, CATI-E7IC"/ 

<3> No [Go to EOJA]I*  CA TI-EJ1C,CA ThE2JC,CA TI-E3JA,CA TI-E4JC,CA TI -E5] C,CATI-E6JA, E7JA*1 
<x> Don't know [Go to EU]AJ 1*  CA TI-E] I C,CATJ-E21 C. CA TI-E3JA, CATI-E41 C, CATJ-E51 C, CATI-E6JA, 

E7IA"I 
<> 	Refused (not stated)[Go to EOJAJ /*CA7IEllC,CAThE21C.CATIE31A,CAT7E4IC,CATLE5lC, 

CATJ-E61A, E71A*I 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 5, 1990, Question F12 

[CATI-EOIC]: If ORG=0 and E0l=<3> orEOl=<r> or EOl=<r>/*EIl. E21, E31, E41, E51, E61, E71*1,  [Go to 
E0211*EI2, E22, E32, E42, E52, E62, E72*I 

ElsefORG=l andEOl='<3>orEOl=<x>orEOl=<r>/*ElI,E21, E31, E41, E51, E61, E71*I, [Go 
to CA7I-EI0J /*E21, E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CATJ-E70, E80*1 

Else, [Go to E03] 
	 /*E]3, E23, E33, E43, E53, E63, E73 / 

E02. Have you made arrangements for assistance to be provided to (Person X} for (Activity Y)? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-EJO] 

Source: New Question 

/''E21, E31, CATI-E40, ES], E61, CATI-E70, E80 4'1 
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E03. [CAT!]: [[if ORG =0, ask: 
How often did you assist {Person X} with (Activity Y}?] 

/ATJJ: / If ORG =1, ask: 
How often did you assist people with (A ctivity Y} for (Person X)?] 

<1> Daily [Go to E03A/ 
	 /*E13A, E23A, E33A, E43A,E53A, E63A,E73A*/ 

<2> Weekly [Go to E03B] 
	

/*E13B E23B, E33B, E43B,E53B, E63B,FJ3B*/ 
<3> Monthly [Go to E03C] 

	
1*E]3C E23C, E33C, E43C,E53C, E63C,E73C'V 

<4> Less than monthly IGo to E041 
	

1E14, E24, E34, E44, E54, E64, E74*1 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to E041 

	1*E14 E24, E34, E44, E54, EM, E74*1 

Source: Question worded differently from Cycle 5, GSS. Question taken from Interview schedule from the caregiver portion of the 
"Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c and 32d. 

E03A. [CAT/i: [If ORG =0, ask: 
What is the number of times DAILY you assisted (Person X) with (Activity Y)?J 

[CAT/I: [If ORG =1, ask.' 
What is the number of times DAILY you assisted people with (Activity Y) for (Person X)?] 

times [CAT!: 1-1001 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	IGo to E041 	1*E14, E24, E34, E44, E54, EM, E74*1 

E03B. /CAT!]: [if ORG=0,ask: 
What is the number of times WEEKLY you assisted (Person X) with {Activity Y)?J 

/CATIJ: [if ORG=1, ask.' 
%\hat is the number of times WEEKLY you assisted people with (Activity Y} for (Person X)?J 

times [CAT!: 1-1001 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CATI/: 	[Go to E041 	1*E14, E24, E34, E44, E54, EM, E74*I 

E03C. /C4T!/: [If ORG=0, ask: 
What is the number of times MONTHLY you assisted (Person X) with (Activity Y)?J 

/CATII: /11 ()RG=l, ask: 
% hat is the number of times MONTHLY you assisted people with (Activity Y) for (Person X)?/ 

times [CAT!: 1-100] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT/I: 	[Go to E04] 	1*E14, E24, E34, E44, E54, EM, E74*1 
Source: Question taken from Interview schedule from the caregiver portion of the "Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c 
and 32d. 
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E04. [CAT!]: 1!fORGO, ask: 
About how much time do you spend assisting (Person X} with (Activity Y) on each occasion? (Record in 
minutes/per occasion assisted)] 

(CAT!]: [if ORG=1, ask: 
About how much time do you spend assisting people with {Activity Y) on each occasion for (Person X}? 
(Record in minutes/per occasion assisted)] 

minutes [CAT!: 1-99991 	• 	Conversion Chart 
<c> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: Question taken from Interview schedule from the caregiver portion of the "Manitoba Study of Health and Aging", Questions 32c 
and 32d. 

E05. (CAT!]: [if ORG=O, ask: 
How long ago did you begin to assist (Person X) with (Activity Y)?/ 

JCATIJ: (if ORG=1, ask. 
How long ago did you begin to assist people with (Activity Y) for (Person X)?J 

<1> less than 1 month 
<2> 1 month to less than 3 months 
<3> 3 months to less than 6 months 
<4> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<5> 1 year to less than 2 years 
<6> 2 years or more 
<x> Don't know 
<c> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 

[CATJ-E06]: if A6=<d> or D6=<d>for (Person XI, [Go to CAThE08/ CA77-E18, CAT1-E28, CAT1-E38, 
CAT1-E48, CATI-E58, CA77-E68, CATI-E78'11 

Else, [Go to E06 /*E1  6, E26, E36, E46, E56, E66, E76*11 

E06. [CAT!]: [if ORG=O, ask: 
Do you expect to continue to assist (Person X) with (Activity Y)?J 

[CAT!]: [If ORG=1, ask: 
Do you expect to continue to assist people with (Activity Y) for (Person X}? I 

<bYes 
<3> No [Go to E071 	1*E1 7, E27, E37, E47, E57, E67, E77"1 
<x> Don't know 
<i> Refused (not stated) 

ICAT!]: 	[Go to CA77EO81/*  CA71-E18, CAT!-E28, CATi-E38,CATI-E48,CA77-E58, CATJ-E68, CA7IE78*1 
Source: New Question 
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Why do you not expect to continue to provide this assistance? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 
3 answers] 
<0> No other reasons [Go to CAT!E081I*CATIEI8,  CAT!-E28, CATI-E38, CATJ-E48, CATI-E58, CA TI-

E68, CATIE78*/ 
<1> No longer needs assistance I Go to CATIE0811*CATIE18. CATI-E28, CAT!-E38. CA TJ-E48,CA TI-

E58, CATI-E68, CATIE78*/ 
<2> Care receiver has died [Go to CATIE08JI*CAT7E18, CATJ-E28, CATI-E38, CAT1-E48CATI-E58, 

CA77-E68, CATJE78*/ 
<3> 	Care receiver moved 
<4> Respondent moved 
<5> 	Care receiver changed jobs 
<6> 	Respondent changed jobs 
<7> 	Other [Go to EO7S] /'EI7S, E27S, E37S, E47S, E57S, E67S. E77S*/ 
cx> Don't know [Go to CAT7E08]1*CATIE18, CATI-E28, CAThE38, CATJ-E48,CA77-E58, CAT!-

E68, CATI-E78 I 
zr> 	Refused (not stated) IGo to CAT!E08J1*CA7IE18,  CATI-E28, CATI-E38, CATI-E48.CATI-E58, 

CATI-E68, CA T!E78*/ 
[CA TI-EDIT: If there are multiple responses, a response cannot be repeated a second time.] 
[CAT!]: 	(Go to CA7IE08]1*CAT!E1  8, CA TI-E28, CATI-E38, CA TI-E48, CA T!-E58, CATI-E68, CATIE78*I 

E07S. Why do you not expect to continue to provide this assistance? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 
(specify) 

<r> Refused (not stated) (Go to CAT!.E08]1*CA7IE18,  CATI-E28, CATJ-E38, CATI-E48,CATI-E58, 
CA TI-E68, CA T!-E78 / 

[CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

ICATI-E081: Review household roster; relationship to respondent. 
If (Person XJ is respondent's spouse, common-law partner (Code <2>) or 
same sex partner(Code <70>. [Go to E091 /*E19,  E29, E39, E49, E59, E69, E79'1 
Else if ORG=1, [Go to CATI-E101 /*E21,  E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CAT!-E70, E80"1 
Else, [Go to E081 	 /"E]8, E28, E38, E48, E58, E68, E78*1 

Who ARRANGED for {Person X} to receive your assistance with (Activity Y)? 
(Interviewer: The Relationship of the person who arranged the help is to the Respondent regardless of their 
relationship to Person K) (Mark all that apply) [CA TI: Maximum of 3 answers] (For organizations, please 
give us the organization's name and not the indivi4ual receiver.) 
<0> No others [Go to E09] /*E19,  E29. E39, E49, E59, E69, E79*1 
<1> Respondent 
<2> Spouseipartner of respondent 
<3> Ex-spousefEx-partner of respondent 
<4> Son of respondent 
<5> Daughter of respondent 
<10> Father of respondent 
<11> Mother of respondent 
<15> Brother of respondent 
<16> Sister of respondent 
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<20> Grandson of respondent 
<21> Granddaughter of respondent 
<22> Grandfather of respondent 
<23> Grandmother of respondent 
<30> Son-in-law of respondent 
<31> Daughter-in-law of respondent 
<32> Father-in-law of respondent 
<33> Mother-in-law of respondent 
<34> Brother-in-law of respondent 
<35> Sister-in-law of respondent 
<40> Nephew of respondent 
<41> Niece of respondent 
<42> Uncle of respondent 
<43> Aunt of respondent 
<44> Cousin of respondent 
<70> Same sex partner of respondent 
<80> Close friend of respondent 
<81> Neighbour of respondent 
<82> Co-worker of respondent 
<83> Non-Governmental Organization [Includes self-employed professionals. Eg. doctors and lawyers] 

(Go to E08SJ 1*E18S, E28S, E38S, E48S, E58S, E68S, E78S*/ 
<84> Paid employee/worker of respondent 
<85> Other (Interviewer: Do not include organizations here.) (Go to E08SJ1"E18S, E28S, E38S, E48S, 

E58S, E68S, E78S1 
<86> Government (All levels and taxes) 
<x> Don't know [Go to E091 	 I*E19, E29, E39, E49, E59, E69, E79*1 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to E091 	1*E19, E29, E39, E49, E59, E69, E79*I 

[CATIJ: 	(Go to E091 	 1*E19, E29, E39, E49, E59, E69, E79*1 
(CATI-EDIT: If E08 /*E18.  E28, E38, E48, E58, E68, E78 "I =1, there can be no repeat answers of <1>. 1 
Source: General Social Survey, CycleS, 1990. Question response categories from Cycle 10, 1995, Question Lntro_2. 

E08S. Who ARRANGED for (Person X) to receive your assistance with (Activity V )?[ CAT!: Maximum of 3 
answers] 

(specify) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to E091 /*E19,  E29, E39, E49, E59, E69, 79*1 

(CATIJ: Length offield = 028 

E09. Who would takelhave taken over assisting (Person X) with (Activity Y ) if you were not available? 
(Interviewer: The Relationship of the person who would take over is to the Respondent regardless of their 
relationship to (Person XI.)  (Mark all that apply)[CATI: Maximum of 3 answers] 

<0> No one else (Go to CATI-E101 	/*E21, E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CATI-E70, P80"1 
<1> 	Spouse/partner of respondent 
<2> 	Daughter of respondent 
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<3> 	Paid Caregiver of respondent 
<4> 	Close friend of respondent 
<5> 	Sister of respondent 
<6> 	Brother of respondent 
<7> 	Son of respondent 
<8> No-one IGo to CATJ-E101 	/*E21, E31, CATJ-E40, E51, E61, CA77470, E80*1 
<9> Other [Go to E09S] 	1*E19S, E29S, E39S, E49S, E59S, E69S, E79S*1 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-EJO] 1*E21,  E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CATI-E70, E80*/ 
<> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT/-El 0] /*E21,  E31, CATI-E40, ES!, E61, CA77-E70, E80*1 

(CAT/i: 	I Go to CATI-ElO] 	 /"E21, E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CATI-E70, E80'I 

Source: The Canadian Study of Health and Aging Caregiver Interview (Version 2:Informal Caregiver, Subject in Community), Question 
19. 

E09S. Who would take/have taken over assisting (Person X) with (Activity Y ) if you were not available? 
[CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 

(specify) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated)JGo to CATI-ElO] /''E21, E31, CAT!-E40, E51, E61, CATI-E70, E80*1 

[CAT/I: 	[Go to CAT/-El 0] /*E21,  E31, CATI-E40, E51, E61, CA7I-E70, E80*1 
I CA  TI]:  Length offield = 028 

General Instructions 
This is the end of a generic person-specific activity loop. Insert items CA TI-El 0, CATI-E40, CA Ti-E70 when required 
and repeat question block E0l-E09S for next activity. The blockc will have the following number sequences: 

(meal preparation and clean-up) (Numbering Eli-El 9S). 
(house cleaning, laundry and sewing) (Numbering E21-E29S), 
(house maintenance and outside work) (Numbering E31-E39S), 
(shopping for groceries and other necessities) (Numbering E41-E49S), 
(transportation) (Numbering E51 -E59S), 
(banking and bill paying) (Numbering E61 -E69S) 
(personal care) (Numbering E71 -E79S). 

After all appropriate activity blockr have been asked for (Person XI, Question E80 is asked for (Person XI. Questions 
E80 to E85 are person specific only. 
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E80. IGATJJ: If (Ri +R2 +R3+R4,R5=0*) then [Go to E80AJ, Else: 

[If ORG=0, ASK: 
What other activities do you assist {Person X} with that we have not talked about?] (Mark all that Apply) 
f CA TI: Maximum of 5 answers; no repeat answers] 
[Else if ORG=i, ASK: 
What other activities do you assist people with for {Person X} that we have not talked about?) (Mark all 
that Apply) I  CAT!: Maximum of 5 answers; no repeat answers] 
(Interviewer: On first presentation to a respondent, all categories should be read. On subsequent 
presentations, the categories need only be read if respondent requests or probing is thought necessary.) 
<0> None/No others [Go to CA TI-E8OA I 
<1> Making arrangements such as obtaining information, making appointments or negotiating the 

provision of services. 
<2> Care of other household members who have a long-term health or physical limitation 
<3> Use of medical or health equipment or any assistance with medication 
<4> 	Socializing (Visiting neighbours, attending clubs, lodges, and religious activities) 
<5> Something else (Reading, letter writing, clothes shopping, walking or other exercise, pet care, etc) 

[Go to E80SPJ 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-E80A] 

[CAT!]: 	IGo to CATI-E80A] 
Source: New Qnetion 
*Question E80 is not asked if the only activity the respondent provided help with was emotional support. 

E80SP. 	JCATJJ: [If ORG=0, ASK: 
What other activities do you assist (Person X) with that we have not talked about?] [ CA Ti.' 
Maximum of 5 answers] 
[ELSE If ORG=i, ASK: 
What other activities do you assist people with for (Person X) that we have not talked 
about?]CATI: Maximum of 5 answers] 
(specify) 	 [Go to E801 

< i> Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT!- E80A] 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

[GATI-E80AJ: Review household roster; relationship to respondent. 
If (Person XI is respondent's spouse, common-law partner (Code <2>) or 
same sex partner(Code <70>, [Go to CATI-E811 
Else, [Go to E80A] 
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E80A. if(R6=O *) then [Go to CA Ti-ES!] ELSE ASK: 
You said earlier that you provided (Person X) with emotional support. Why does (Person X) turn to you 
for emotional support? (Mark all that apply) fCAT1: Maximum of 5 answers; no repeat answers] 
<0> No particular reason! No other reason [Go to CATJ-E811 
<1> Because you are a member of the family 
<2> Because they have known you for a long time 
<3> Because you are a very close friend 
<4> Because you have experienced similar problems 
<5> Because they helped you with (during) a similar situation 
<6> Because of some other reason [Go to E800] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT/-ES]] 

[CATI1: 	[Go to GA TI-E81 I 
* Question E80A is only asked if emotional support was one of the activities that the respondent gave help with. 
Source: ENRS: Nov,1995. 

E800. Why does (Person X) turn to you for emotional support? (Mark all that apply) [CAT!: Maximum of 5 
answers; no repeat answers] 

(specify) 
<'> Refused (not stated) [Go to CA TI-ES] / 

I CA  Ti]:  Length offield = 028 
Source: INRS: Nov,1995. 

[Go to E80A] 

fCAT1-E811: if ORG=1, [Go to E83] 
Else if ((R2+R3+R4)*  NE 0), [Go to E821 
Else, [Go to E85A I 

* Questions E82 E85 are not asked when the only activities which the respondent gave assistance were with (child 
care), (checking - up) and (emotional support). 

Are/were you the primary care giver for {Person X}? 
<1> Yes fGotoE83J 
<3> No [GotoE85A] 
<x> Don't know [Go to E85A] 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to E85AJ 

Source: New Question 

I CAT!]: [if ORG=0, ask: 
Does/did anyone provides y-Qu with support to enable you to give care to (Person X)?] 
(interviewer: Examples include child care, housework, shopping, etc.) 
[CAT!]: II!  ORG=], ask: 
Does/did anyone provide yu..with support while giving care to people for (Person X)?J 
(interviewer: Examples include child care, housework, shopping. etc.) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: New Question 
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[CAT!]: [If ORG=1, [Go to CAT1-E861, Else ask: 
Does/did anyone assist (Person X) if you need(ed) to take a break or need(ed) to take care of your 
responsibilities?] (interviewer: includes respite care in home or elsewhere for (Person XI;  vacations, days 
off and emergencies for the respondent.) 

<1> Yes [Go to E851 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to E85A] 
Source: New Question 

Who? [CAT!: Maximum of 3 answers] 

<0> No one else [Go to E85A] 
<1> Person in your household 
<2> Person in {Person X}'s household 
<3> Person outside your household 
<4> Public agency (part of health care system or government agency, co-worker, etc) 
<5> Non-government, not for profit agency (e.g. volunteer or church group co-worker) 
<6> Private (for profit) company, agency or individual (co-worker) 
<r> Refused (not stated) (Go to E85A] 

Source: New Question 

E85A. [CAT!]: [If ORG=i, (Go to CAT!-E861, Else ASK: 
How would you describe your relationship with (Person X)?] 

<1> Very close 
<2> Close 
<3> Friendly 
<4> Indifferent 
<5> 	Hostile 
<x> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CATI-E861 
Source: INRS 

I CAT!-E861: If (Person XI is not the last person on the Help roster, IGo to CA T1-DOA J for the next roster member 
(i.e. XX+1) 
Otherwise, if HGBR FLAG*=1, (Go to E871 
Else, [Go to CAll-GO] (Respondents are directed to Section C because Section F is asked only when 
the respondent has given assistance to roster members.) 

* Respondent's Help Given Flag (HGBR Flag) is set in HELP GIVEN BY RESPONDENT SCREENING SECTION. 
Questions CA TI-i 09E. CAT!- 12 7E, CA T!-145E, CAT!-1 62E. 
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E87. In general, what would be most useful in allowing you to continue to provide help to others? (Mark al/that 
Apply) I CA TI: Maximum of 3 answers] 

<0> Nothing/ no others [Go to CATIE99] 
<1> 	Financial compensation (Includes tax breaks) 
<2> 	Occasional relief or sharing of responsibilities 
<3> 	Flexible work/study arrangements 
<4> 	Information on how to be a more effective caregiver 
<5> 	Information on nature of long-term illnesses or disabilities 
<6> 	Counselling 
<7> Something else [Go to E87SP] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-E991 

[CAT/I: 	fGotoCATI-E99] 
Source: New Question 

E87SP. What would be most useful to you in allowing you to continue to provide help? I CA TI: Maximum of 3 
answers] 

(specify) 	 [Go to E871 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-E991 

I CAT/i: Length offield = 028 
Source: New Question 

[CATI-E99]: (Go to CATI-F01 
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mxiit. fl1 H !iiu 

[ATi-FOJ: 	if Help Given by Respondent Flag (HGBR F7ag)=1, [Go to F11 
Otherwise, (Go to CA TI-Gi ] 

Fl. 	Looking back over the past 12 months, has helping others caused you... 

to make changes in your social activities? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 

> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

to change your holiday plans? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<a> 	Refused (not stated) 

to postpone plans to enrol in an educational or training program? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

to move in with someone you are helping? 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

or the person(s) you are helping to move closer together? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<a> 	Refused (not stated) 

to turn down a job offer? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<a> 	Refused (not stated) 
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to change your sleep patterns? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

to have extra expenses? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

caused your health to be affected? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: 1988 NATIONAL CHILD CARE SURVEY, Question U4 and Canadian Study of Health and Aging (Dementia Study)(Version 
2:Informal Caregiver, Subject in Community),Question 21. 

F2. 	Here is a list of ways that people sometimes feel when giving help to another person or organization. After 
I read each question, please indicate how often you have felt that way: Rarely (or Never), Sometimes, or 
Nearly Always. Remember, there are no right or wrong answers. 

How often do you feel that because of the time you spend helping people that you don't have enough time 
for yourself? 

<I> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you feel that others help you more often than you help them? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 
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How often do you feel stressed between helping others and trying to meet other responsibilities for your 
family or work? 
<I> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you feel that by helping others, you simply give back what you have received from them? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<c> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you feel angry when you are around the person(s) you are helping? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

I) 	How often do you feel that by helping people, you simply give back some of what life has given you? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you wish that someone else would take over your helping responsibilities? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you feel that helping others strengthens your relationship(s) with them? 
<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<c> Refused (not stated) 
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How often do you feel you should be doing more for the people you help? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

How often do you feel you could do a better job of helping? 

<1> Rarely (or Never) 
<2> Sometimes 
<3> Nearly Always 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Overall, how burdened do you feel in helping others? 

<1> Notatall 
<2> A little 
<3> Moderately 
<4> Quite a bit 
<5> Extremely 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: INRS & Canadian Study of Health and Aging (Dementia Study)(Version 2:Informal Caregiver, Subject in Community), 
Question 27. 

ICATI-F991: IGo to Gil 
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SECTION G: Family and Closest Friend Contact 

Gi. 	The following questions are about all your family, not just the ones we may have talked about earlier. 
Include all persons related by blood, marriage, adoption or common-law. 

How many brothers do you have who are still living? 

- - brother(s) living 
<0> None 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 

	

<i> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CAT! - Hard F4it 1]:  Acceptable range [ito 201 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question B8. 

How many sisters do you have who are still living? 

sister(s) living 
<0> None 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
(CAT! - Hard Edit iJ:  Acceptable range [ito 20] 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question B18 

How many children have you ever raised who are still living? Include birth, step-, and adopted children. 

children 
<0> None 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
(CAT! - Hard Edit 11: Acceptable range Ii to 20] 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D12A & D12B. 

[CAT! - G5]: Review household roster; age of the respondent. 
Is age of respondent GE 25? 

Yes 
No (Go to CATI-G71 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D7A. 

G6. 	How many grandchildren do you have who are still living? 

- - grandchildren 
<0> None 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 

	

r> 	Refused (not stated) 
I CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range (ito 501 
Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 10, 1995, Question D17. 
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[CAT! G7]:  Review household roster. 
Is the respondent's mother living in the household? 

Yes [Store a code of<i> in CATJ-G7 and Go to G10/ 
No 

Is your mother still living? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to Gb] 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to GlO] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to GlO) 

Does your mother live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> 	in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> 	in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
.z4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? IA round trip with a two hour visit I 
<5> 	More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

Gb. In what country was your mother born? 

<1> Canada [Go to CATJ-G121 
<2> 	Country outside Canada 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATI-G121 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-G12] 

Gil. In which country was she born? 
<1> China 
<2> England 
<3> France 
<4> Germany 
<5> Haiti 
<6> Holland 
<7> India 
<8> Irel and 
<9> 	Italy 
<10> Jamaica 
<11> Philippines 
<12> Poland 
<13> Portugal 
<14> Russia 
<15> Scotland 
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JkTunc 
<17> United States 
<18> Other [Go to GIJSP] 

Don't know 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: [Go lo CAT!-  G12J 

G11SP. 	In which country was she born? 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: L'ngth offield = 028 

[CAT! - G12J. Review household roster. 
Is the respondent's father living in the household? 

Yes [Store a code of<1> in cATJ-G12 and Go to G17] 
No 

G13. Is your father still living? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to G17J 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to G17J 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) I Go to Gi 71 

[CATI-G141 If (CA77-G7 OR G8=1)and (CATI..G12 OR G13=1),fGoroGI5j 
Else, 	 [Go to G16] 

015. Do your mother and father live together? 

<I> 	YCS tOo 10 017] 
<3> No [GotoGlO] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) [Go to G171 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to GI 71 

G1.I)oes your father live... 
<I> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> 	in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> 	in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit] 
<5> 	More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<zx> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Suurci,: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

In what country was your father born? 

<1> Canada [Go to CAT!-GI91 
<2> 	Country outside Canada 
<x> Don't know [Go to CATJ-G19J 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-G191 

In which country was he born? 
<1> China 
<2> England 
<3> France 
<4> Germany 
<5> Haiti 
<6> Holland 
<7> India 
<8> Ireland 
<9> Italy 
<10> Jamaica 
<11> Philippines 
<12> Poland 
<13> Portugal 
<14> Russia 
<15> Scotland 
<16> Ukraine 
<17> United States 
<18> Other [Go to G18SP] 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: [Go to CATI-G191 

G18SP. 	in which country was he born? 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

JCATI-G]91: Review roster. 
If respondent is married or living common law, then [Go to G201 

Else [Go to CA TI-G25A] 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support 

Are your spouse's/partner's parents still living? 

<1> 	Yes, Both living [Go to G211 
<2> 	Only mother-in-law living [Go to G23] 
<3> 	Only father-in-law living [Go to G251 
<4> 	No, Neither living [Go to CATI-G25A] 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CA TI-G25A ] 
Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-G25A] 

Source: New Question 

Do they live together? 

<1> Yes fGotoG22] 
<3> No [GotoG23] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CATI-G25A] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI-G25A] 

Do they live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less bvfoot or busj 
<3> in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit I 
<5> More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused(not stated) 

[CATJJ: 	[Go to CA TI-G25A ] 
Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

Does she live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus/ 
<3> in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit I 
<5> 	More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<x> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

JCATI-G241 If G20=2, [Go to CATI-G25A] 
Else, 	[Go to G25] 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii. Social and Community Support ** 

Does he live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> 	in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? (less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit] 
<5> 	More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused(not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

ICAT7-G25A] If Proxy, [Go to CATI-G991 
Else, [Go to G261 

How many relatives do you feel close to? Exclude your immediate family. 
[Exclude spouselpartner, parents, brothers, sisters and children] (include aunts, uncles, cousins, nieces, 
nephews, in-laws, etc.] 

relatives 

<0> None 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT! - Hard Edit 11: Acceptable range [1 to 991 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 5, 1990, Question El 

How many people do you consider close friends? Exclude all family members. (interviewer: Exclude 
immediate family and other relatives.) 

fnends 

<0> None (CAT!!: if G27=0, Go to CA TI-HO] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

(CAT! - Hard Edit I]:  Acceptable range [ito 991 
Source: General Social Survey, CycleS, 1990, Question El 

The next few questions are about your closest (best) friend. Again, exclude all family members. 
(!nrerviewer: Exclude immediate family and other relatives.) 

Is your closest (best) friend male or female? 
<1> Male 
<2> Female 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: General Social Survey, Cycle 5, 1990, Question E2 and E3 
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General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

G30. Does this friend live 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or busj 
<3> in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? I less than an hour by carl 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? IA round trip with a two hour visit / 
<5> More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<r> 	Refused(not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey, Question A83 

JCA77-G99j: [Go to CA TI-HO / 



SECTION H: Paid and Unpaid Work 

[CArl-HO 1 	If Proxy, [Go to H161 
Else, I Go to HI / 

HI. 	The next few questions refer to unpaid activities in the last week. (Last week refers to the 7 days before the 
day of the interview.) 

H2. 	Last week, how many hours did you spend 

Doing unpaid housework, yard work or home maintenance for members of this household or others? 
(Some examples include: preparing meals, doing laundry, household planning, shopping and cutting the grass.) 

<1> None 
<2> Less than 5 hours 
<3> 5to14hours 
<4> 15 to 29 hours 
<5> 30 to59 hours 
<6> 60 hours or more 
zr> Refused (not staled) 

Last week, how many hours did you spend 

Looking after one or more of your own children, or the children of others, without pay? (Some examples 
include: bathing or playing with young children, driving children to sports activities or helping them with 
homework, and talking with teens about their problems.) 

<1> 	None 
<2> 	Less than 5 hours 
<3> 	5to14hours 
<4> 	15 to 29 hours 
<5> 	30 to 59 hours 
<6> 	60 hours or more 

Refused (not stated) 

Last week, how many hours did you spend 

Providing unpaid care or assistance to one or more seniors? (Some examples include: providing personal 
care to senior family members, visiting seniors, talking with them on the telephone, and helping them with 
shopping, banking or with taking medication.) 

<1> None 
<2> Less than 5 hours 
<3> 5 to 9 hours 
<4> 10 hours or more 

Refused (not stated) 

The next few questions refer to your paid work. 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support * 

Last week, did you do any work at a job or a business or were you self-employed (at any time)? 
<1> Yes[GotoH8J 
<3> No 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

During the past 12 months, did you do any work at a job or a business or were you self-employed (at any 
time)? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No[GoroHl5J 
cr> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to H151 

For how many weeks during the past 12 months were you employed? (including vacation, illness, strikes, 
lock-outs and maternity/paternity leave.) 

weeks 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [01 to 52] 
I CA  TI]: 	If (value of 118) LE 12, then interviewer should probe respondent to insure that response given was 

"weeks" of employment and not "months" of employment. 

How many hours per week did you usually work? 
hours 

cr> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CAT! - Hard Edit!: Acceptable range 1001 to 1681 

1110. For whom did you work for the longest time during the past 12 months? 
Name of business, government department or agency, or person.) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 050 

Hil. What kind of business, industry or service was this? 
(Give full description: e.g. federal government, canning industry, forestry services.) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!J: Length offield = 050 



** General Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

1112. What kind of work were you doing? 
(Give full description: e.g. office clerk, factory worker, forestry technician.) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT/I: Length offield = 050 

In that work, what were your most important activities or duties? 
(Give full description: e.g. filing documents, drying vegetables, forestry examiner.) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT/I: Length offield = 050 

[CAT/I: If Help Given By Respondent Flag (HGBR Flag) =1, [Go to H14A]. Else, I Go to H151 

Looking back over the past 12 months, has helping others caused you 
to change jobs or employers or leave a job? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

to change your hours of work? (Reducing or increasing hours of work, changing shifts or 
not working overtime) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<zr> 	Refused (not stated) 

to decline a job transfer or promotion? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<a> 	Refused (not stated) 

to come late to work or leave early? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

e) 	to miss a day or more of work? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<zr> 	Refused (not stated) 

1) 	affected your job performance? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't Know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

His. During the past 12 months, did you take courses towards a degree, diploma or certificate? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

H16. During the last 12 months, was your main activity working at a job or business, looking for work, going 
to school, keeping house, retired or something else? (Note: if sickness or short term illness is reported, ask 
for respondent's usual major activity) 

<1> 	Working at a job or business 
Looking for work 

<3> 	Going to school 
<4> 	Keeping house /Caring for children 
<5> 	Retired 

Something else 
<6> 	Maternity/paternity leave 
<7> 	Long term illness 
<8> 	Other [Go to Hi 6SPJ 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to Hi 71 

H16SP. 	During the past 12 months, what best describes your MAIN activity? 

(specify) 

<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

[CA TI]: Length offield = 028 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle ii, Social and Community Support ** 

The next few questions deal with education. Excluding kindergarten, how many years of elementary and 
high school education have you successfully completed? 

<0> No schooling [Go to 10] 
<1> OnetofiveyearfGotoHi 9] 
<6> Six/GotoHi9/ 
<7> Seven (Go to H19j 
<8> Eight [Go to H191 
<9> Nine [Go to H]9J 
<10> Ten(GotoHl9/ 
<11> Eleven 
<12> Twelve 
<13> Thirteen 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Have you graduated from high school? 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Have you had any further schooling beyond elementary/high school? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No[GotoIO] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

What is the highest level of education you have attained? 
<1> 	Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D. ,D.Sc.,D.Ed.) 
<2> Some graduate studies at the doctorate level 
<3> Masters degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,M.Ed.) 
<4> Some graduate studies at the Master's level 
<5> First professional degree in medicine (M.D.), dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.), veterinary medicine 

(D.V.M.), law (Ll.B.), optometry (O.D.) or divinity (M.DIV.), or i-year B.Ed. 
<6> 	Bachelor's degree (e.g. B.A.,B.Sc.,B.A.Sc.,B.Ed.) 
<7> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school 
<8> Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school, or business college 
<9> Some university 
<10> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school 
<ii> Some trade, technical or vocational school, or business college 
<12> High school diploma 
<13> Some secondary/high school 
<14> Elementary school 
<15> Some elementary school 
<16> Other (Go to H20SPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii, Social and Community Support ** 

<r> Refused (not stated) 
[CAT!]: [Go to JO] 

H20SP. 	What is the highest level of education you have attained? 

(specify) 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

ICATJ-H991: [Go to 101 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

SECTION I: Health Indicators 

The next set of questions ask about your day to day health. 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_INT 

Vision 
Are you USUALLY able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint WITHOUT glasses or contact 
lenses? 

<1> 	Yes 	[Go to 141 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 14] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 141 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q1 

Are you USUALLY able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint WITH glasses or contact lenses? 
<1> 	Yes 	[Go to 141 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Don't wear glasses/contacts or proxy response) I Go to 141 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 141 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAF_Q2 

Are you able to see at all? 
<]> 	Yes 
<3> NojGotol6/ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to 161 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 16] 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q3 

Are you able to see well enough to recognize a friend on the other side of the Street WITHOUT glasses or 
contact lenses ? 

<I> 	Yes 	[Go to 161 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) (Go to 161 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to 161 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q4 

IS. 	Are you USUALLY able to see well enough to recognize a friend on the other side of the street WITH 
glasses or contact lenses? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
a> 	Don't know (Don't wear glasses/contacts or proxy response) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q5 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support 

Hearing 
16. 	Are you USUALLY able to hear what is said in a group conversation with at least three other people 

WITHOUT a hearing aid? 

<1> Yes 	[Go to 1]01 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [Go to 1]01 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1]01 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q6 

V. 	Are you USUALLY able to hear what is said in a group conversation with at least three other people 
WITH a hearing aid? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Don't wear a hearing aid or proxy response) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q7 

Are you USUALLY able to hear what is said in a conversation with one other person in a quiet room 
WITHOUT a hearing aid? 

<1> Yes[GotoIlOJ 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response On] y)[Go  to 1101 
<1> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1]01 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q8 

Are you USUALLY able to hear what is said in a conversation with one other person in a quiet room 
WITH a hearing aid? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Don't  wear a hearing aid or proxy response) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q9 

Speech 
110. Are you USUALLY able to be understood COMPLETELY when speaking with strangers in your own 

language? 

<1> Yes[Gotoll 4J 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)iGo to 1141 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1141 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_QlO 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Conununity Support ** 

Are you able to be understood PARTIALLY when speaking with strangers? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q1 I 

Are you able to be understood COMPLETELY when speaking with those who know you well? 

<1> 	Yes[GotoIl 4] 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go to 1141 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 114] 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q12 

Are you able to be understood PARTIALLY when speaking with those who know you welt? 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q13 

Getting Around 
Are you USUALLY able to walk around the neighbourhood WITHOUT difficulty and WITHOUT 
mechanical support such as braces, a cane or crutches? 

<1> 	Yes (Go to 1211 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy  Response Only)! Go to 1211 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) (Go to 1211 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q14 

Are you able to walk at all? 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> 	No 	iGo to 1181 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only)! Go to 1181 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 118] 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q15 

Do you require mechanical support such as braces, a cane or crutches to be able to walk around the 
neighbourhood? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<s> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q16 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

Do you require the help of another person to be able to walk? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q17 

Do you require a wheelchair to get around? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 	[Go to 1211 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy  Response Only)[Go to 1211 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1211 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT.Q18 

How often do you use a wheelchair? (Read list.) 

<1> Always 
<2> Often 
<3> Sometimes 
<4> Never 

Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Popul tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q19 

Do you need the help of another person to get around in the wheelchair? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<t> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q20 

Hands and Fingers 
Areyou US UALLY able to grasp and handle small objects such as a pencil and scissors? 

<1> Yes[Go to 125] 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only)JGo to 1251 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1251 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q21 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support ** 

Do you require the help of another person because of limitations in the use of hands or fingers? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 	[Go to 1241 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only)[Go to 1241 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to 1241 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q22 

Do you require the help of another person with: 
(Read list.) 

<1> Some tasks? 
<2> Most tasks? 
<3> 	Almost all tasks? 
<4> 	All tasks? 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Popul tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q23 

Do you require special equipment, for example, devices to assist in dressing because of limitations in the 
use of hands or fingers? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q24 

Feelings 

Would you describe yourself as being USUALLY: 
(Read list.) 

<I> 	Happy and interested in life? 
<2> Somewhat happy? 
<3> Somewhat unhappy? 
<4> 	Unhappy with little interest in life? 
<5> 
	So unhappy that life is not worthwhile? 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<I> 
	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Poput tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q25 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii, Social and Community Support ** 

Memory 

How would you describe your USUAL ability to remember things? 

<1> Able to remember most things 
<2> Somewhat forgetful 
<3> 	Very forgetful 
<4> 	Unable to remember anything at all 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Poput ttion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q26 

Thinking 

How would you describe your USUAL ability to think and solve day to day problems? 

<1> 	Able to think clearly and solve problems 
<2> 	Having a little difficulty 
<3> 	Having some difficulty 
<4> 	Having a great deal of difficulty 
<5> Unable to think or solve problems 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Popul tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q27 

Pain and Discomfort 

Are you USUALLY free of pain or discomfort? 

<1> 	Yes 	[Go to 130a1 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response On! y)[Go  to 130a1 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 	[Go to 130a] 

Source: National Population Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q28 

129A. How would you describe the USUAL intensity of your pain or discomfort? 
(Read list.) 

<1> Mild 
<2> Moderate 
<3> Severe 
'Ct> 
	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

'C> 
	Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Popul tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q29 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

129B. How many activities does your pain or discomfort prevent? (Read list.) 

<1> None 
<2> Afew 
<3> Some 
<4> Most 

Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
Refused (not stated) 

Source: National Popul tion Health Survey, 1994, Question HLSTAT_Q30 

130. Because of any long-term condition or health problem, do you need the help of another person in 

moving about inside the household? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

getting in and out of bed? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Dont know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

getting in and out of a chair? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

buttoning a sweater? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

caring for your feet and cutting your toenails? 
<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** Generai Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

Tobacco Use 
At the present time, do you smoke cigarettes every day, occasionally, or not at all? 

<1> Everyday 
<2> 	Occasionally (less than every day) 
<3> 	Notatall 
<x> Don't know [Go to JI] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to ii] 

Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol. 6, No. 3. 

Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your life? 
<1> 	Yes [If 131-1, Go to 135; Else Go to 134 1 
<3> 	No [if 131=], Go to 135; Else if 131=2, Go to ii; Else go to 1331 
<x> Don'tknow [Go to ill 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to ii) 

Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol.6, No.3. 

Have you ever smoked a whole cigarette? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!): 	 [Go to ill 
Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol.6, No.3. 

On how many of the last 30 days did you smoke at least one cigarette? 
<1> None [Go to 136] 
<2> 	1-5 days 
<3> 6-10 days 
<4> 	11-20 days 
<5> 21-29 days 
<6> 30 (every day) 
<x> Don't know [Go to ii] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to ill 

Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol. 6, No. 3. 

[CAT!]: If 131=1 ASK: About how many cigarettes do you USUALLY smoke each day? 
ELSE ASK: On those days when you smoked, how many cigarettes did you USUALLY smoke? 

- - - 	cigarettes 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range 11-1001 
[CAT!]: 	 [if 131=1, GotoJi ,Else Go To 136] 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support ** 

Have you e er smoked cigarettes daily? 

<1> 	Yes [Go to 1371 
<3> No 

Don't know 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to ii] 

Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol. 6, No. 3. 

When did you stop smoking cigarettes daily? 

<1> Less than one year ago 
<2> Ito5yearsago 
<3> More than 5 years ago 
<x> Don't know 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Source: Health Reports, 1994, Vol. 6, No. 3. 

ICAT7-1991: 	[Go to ii] 
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General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

SECTION J: Other Classification 

Ji. 	Now, I'd like to ask you a few general questions. 

J2. 	In what type of dwelling are you now Living? Is it a... [Interviewer: If respondent answers 
"condominium "or "seniors' housing ". ask whether the building is a townhouse or high-rise or low-rise 

apartment.] 

<1> 
<2> 
<3> 
<4> 
<5> 
<6> 
<7> 
<8> 

[CAT!): [Go to CAT!- 

Single detached house? 
Semi-detached or double? (side by side) 
Garden house, town-house or row house? 
Apartment or flat in a detached duplex? (one above the other) 
Apartment in a building that has fewer than five stories? 
Apartment in a building that has five or more stories? 
Mobile home? 
Another type of dwelling? [Go to J2SPJ 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

13] 

J2SP. In what type of dwelling are you now living? 

(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!): Length offield = 028 

[CATI431: 	Is respondent's age GE 55' 
Yes 	[GotoJ4/ 
No 	[Go to J51 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to J51 
Refused (not stated) [Go to iS] 

Are you living in any kind of seniors' housing where minimum age is restricted? 

<I> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

Is this dwelling owned by a member of this household? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii, Social and Community Support ** 

How long have you lived in this dwelling? 

<1> Less than 6 months 
<2> 6 months to less than 1 year 
<3> 1 year to less than 3 years 
<4> 3 years to less than 5 years 
<5> 5 years and over 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

J6A. How far is the closest grocery or convenience store? [include general or corner stores and supermarkets] 

<1> 	in the same building as you? 
<2> 	in the same neighbourhood or community as you? [30 minutes or less by foot or bus] 
<3> 	in the surrounding area to your neighbourhood or community? [less than an hour by car] 
<4> 	Less than a half day's journey each way by land travel? [A round trip with a two hour visit] 
<5> 	More than a half day's journey each way by land travel? 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

Source: Aging in Manitoba Survey 

What is your postal code (for current residence)? 

<x> Dont know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

f CA TI!: 	The program should allow for capturing, at least, the first two bytes of the postal code. 

iS. 	Do you have more than one telephone in your current household? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No [Go to J141 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to J14] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to J141 

J9. 	Do all the telephones have the same number? 

<1> 	Yes [Go to J141 
<3> No 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to J14] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to J141 

J 10. Households with more than one telephone number have a greater chance of being selected by the survey. 
We ask these questions to adjust for this. 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

ill. How many numbers are there? 
numbers 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to f141 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to J14] 

[CAT! - Hard Edit/: Acceptable range [2 to 91 

Are any of these numbers for business, computer or fax use only? 

<1> Yes 
<3> NofGoto f141 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to f14] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to J141 

How many are for business, computer or fax use only? 
- 	Business numbers 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit I]:  Acceptable range [Ito 91 
[CAT! - Hard Edit 2]:  (iii gt f13): 	Numbers of phones in the household is greater than the number of phones 

that are used for business use only. 

Now, a few general questions about your background. 

In what country were you born? 

<1> Canada 
<2> 	Country outside Canada [Go to f171 
<x> Don't know [Go to f19] 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to f191 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii. Social and Community Support ** 

In which province or territory? 
<1> Newfoundland 
<2> Prince Edward Island 
<3> Nova Scotia 
<4> New Brunswick 
<5> Quebec 
<6> Ontario 
<7> Manitoba 
<8> Saskatchewan 
<9> Alberta 
<10> British Columbia 
<11> Yukon Terntory 
<12> Northwest Territories 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CATJI: JGotoJJ9J 

Jnwhichcountry? 
<1> China 
<2> England 
<3> France 
<4> Germany 
<5> Haiti 
<6> Holland 
<7> India 
<8> Ireland 
<9> Italy 
<10> Jamaica 
<11> Philippines 
<12> Poland 
<13> Portugal 
<14> Russia 
<15> Scotland 
<16> Ukraine 
<17> United States 
<18> Other IGo to JI7SPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<zr> Refused (not stated) 

/CATI1./GotoJi 8A] 

ii 7SP. In which country? 
(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length of field = 028 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

J18A. In what year did you begin to live in Canada? 

year of arrival 

<9996> Canadian citizen by birth [Go to J191 
Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [(respondent's year of birth) to 1996, 99961 

J18B. 	In what year did you obtain landed immigrant status? 
year of landing 

<9996> Canadian citizen by birth 
Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [(respondent's year of birth) to 1996, 9996] 

J19. 	What language did you first speak in childhood? 
(Accept multiple responses only if languages were used equally.)! CA TI: Maximum of 4 answers] 

J19A. 	Do you still understand that language? 
<1> Yes 	<3> No <x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <r> Refused (not stated) 

<0> No other language [Go to J201 
<1> English 
<2> French' 

<13> Arabic" 
<4> Chinese' 
<10> Dutch 
<5> German' 
<11> Greek'' 
<15> Hungarian' 
<3> Italian ... 
<7> Polishm 
<6> Portuguese 
<12> Punjabi 
<9> Spanish' 
<14> Tagalog (Philipino) 
<8> Ukrainian" 
<16> Other [Go to Ji 9SPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to J201 
<r> Refused (not stated) [Go to 1201 

I CAT!]: [Go to J201 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle ii, Social and Community Support ** 

319SP. What language did you first speak in childhood? [CAT!: Maximum of 1 answer] 

(specify) 
	

(Go to JI9SPA] 

<x> Don't know (Proxy Response On! y)IGo  to J20] 
<1> 	Refused (not stated)! Go to J201 

(CAT/I: Length offield = 028 

J19SPA. 	Do you still understand that language? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J20. What language do you speak most often at home? 
(Accept multiple responses only if languages are spoken equally)[GATI:  Maximum of 4 answers] 

<0> No other language [Go to J211 
<1> English 
<2> French 

<12> 
<3> 
<13> 
<7> 
<10> 
<4> 
<8> 
<5> 
<9> 
<6> 
<14> 
<15> 
<11> 
<16> 

[CAT!]: iGo to J21] 

Arabic 
Chinese 
Cree 
German 
Greek 
Italian 
Polish 
Portuguese 
Punjabi 
Spanish 
Tagalog (Philipino) 
Ukrainian 
Vietnamese 
Other I  Go to J20SP/ 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to J211 
Refused (not stated)[Go to J21J 

J20SP. What language do you speak most often at home?[ CAT!: Maximum of] answer] 

(specify) 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 

<1> 
	Refused (not stated) 

ICATII: 	[Go to J211 
[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support * * 

What is your religion? 

<it> No religion I Go to CA774231 
<4> Anglican 
<7> Baptist 
<13> Buddhist 
<9> Eastern Orthodox 
<12> Hindu 
<11> Islam (Muslim) 
<15> Jehovah's Wimesses 
<10> Jewish 
<6> Lutheran 
<8> Pentecostal 
<5> Presbyterian 
<1> Roman Catholic 
<14> Sikh 
<2> Ukrainian Catholic 
<3> United Church 
<16> Other [GotoJ2JSPJ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to CATI4231 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CATI4231 

[ CA  TI]:  [Go toJ22] 

J21SP. What is your religion? 
(specify) 

Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

I CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

Other than on special occasions, (such as weddings, funerals or baptisms) how often did you attend 
religious services or meetings in the last 12 months? Was it... 

<1> At least once a week? 
<2> At least once a month? 
<3> A few times a year? 
<4> 	At least once a year? 
<5> 	Not at all? 
<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CA7I4231 	If H14a=<]>, 	[Go to J23b] 
If H7=<3> or <r> 	[Go to J23b] 
Else, 	 [Go to J23a] 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

J23. 	How one feels at any particular time is affected by life experiences. In the past twelve months have you... 

changed or lost a job? 
<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<c> Refused (not stated) 

had a family member or a friend seriously ill or injured? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

had a person move into or leave your home? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<zr> Refused (not stated) 

had a death in the family? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

had a death of a close friend? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

had a serious illness or injury? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

Compared to other people your age, how would you describe your state of health? Would you say it is... 

<1> Excellent? 
<2> Very good? 
<3> Good? 
<4> Fair? 
<5> Poor? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

Would you describe your life as 

<1> Very stressful? 
<2> Somewhat stressful? 
<3> Not very stressful? 
<4> Not at all stressful? 
<5> No opinion 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

J25A. Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with your life in general? 
J25B. Is that somewhat or very? 

<1> 	Satisfied 	 <1> Somewhat 
<3> 	Dissatisfied '' 	 <3> Very 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) <x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 	 <r> Refused (not stated) 

How much control do you feel you have in making decisions that affect your everyday activities? 
(interviewer: Read list. Mark only one.) 

<1> 	No control 
<2> 	Control over few or some decisions (Not very much) 
<3> 	Control over most decisions 
<4> 	Control over all decisions 
<x> Dont know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

The next few questions concern your physical condition. 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle II. Social and Community Support ** 

Are you limited in the amount or kind of activity you can do at home, at work or at school because of a 
long-term physical condition or health problem? 
(By long-term, we mean more than 6 months) 

<1> Yes 
<3> No [Go to CATI4301 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) [Go to CAT14301 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to CAT74301 

In what year were you first limited in the amount or kind of activity you could do? 
year 
Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

ICATI - Hard Edit 11: Acceptable range ((respondent's year of birth) to 19961 

I CA TI - J301: 	Review Marital status of respondent from roster. 
Is the respondent's current legal marital status "Legally married and not 
separated"? 

Yes [Go to J311 
No 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

Review household roster: relationhip to respondent. 
I)oes the respondent have either a common-law partner or a same sex partner? 

Yes 
No [Go to J38A] 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) (Go to J38A] 
Refused (not stated) [Go to J38A] 

The next few questions are about your spouse/partner. (Selected Respondent's) 

During the 	last 12 months, (that is from (current month + 1) 1995 to (current month} 1996 ), did your 
spouse/partner do any work at a job or a business or was he/she self-employed (at any time)? 

	

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No [Go to J35] 

	

<x> 	Don't know (Proxy Response Only) [Go to .135] 

	

<r> 	Refused (not stated) [Go to J351 

During the last 12 months, for how many weeks was your spouse/partner employed? (include vacation, 
illne.0 strikes, lock-outs and maternity/paternity leave) 

weeks 
Don't know 

	

<C> 	 Refused (not stated) 

	

/CATJ - Raid Edit!: 	Acceptable range 101 to 521 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

How many hours per week did he/she usually work? 
hours 	- 
Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
Refused (not stated) 

ICATI - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [001 to 1681 

During the last 12 months, was your spouse's/partner's main activity working at a job or business, looking 
for work, going to school, keeping house, retired or something else? 
(Note: if sickness or short term illness is reported, ask for spouse's usual major activit) 

<1> 	Working at ajob or business 
<2> Looking for work 
<3> 	Going to school 
<4> 	Keeping house/Caring for children 
<5> 	Retired 

Something else 
<6> 	Maternity/paternity leave 
<7> 	Long term illness 
<8> 	Other [Go to J35SP/ 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
.r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CATI]. 	[Go to J361 

J35SP. During the last 12 months, was your spouse's/partner's main activity working at a job or business, looking 
for work, going to school, keeping house, retired or something else? 

(Note: if sickness or short term illness is reported, ask for spouse's usual major activity) 
(specify) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

What is the highest level of education your spouse/partner has attained? 
<1> 	Earned doctorate (e.g. Ph.D.J).Sc.,D.Ed.) 
<2> Some graduate studies at the doctorate level 
<3> 	Master's degree (e.g. M.A.,M.Sc.,M.Ed.) 
<4> Some graduate studies at the Master's level 
<5> First professional degree in medicine (M.D.), dentistry (D.D.S., D.M.D.), veterinary 

medicine (D.V.M.), law (Ll.B.), optometry (O.D.) or divinity (M.D1V.), or 1-year B.Ed. after 
a Bachelor's degree 

<6> 	Bachelo?s degree (e.g. B.A.,B.Sc.,B.A.Sc., B.Ed.) 
<7> Diploma or certificate from community college, CEGEP or nursing school 
<8> 	Diploma or certificate from trade, technical or vocational school, or business college 
<9> Some university 
<10> Some community college, CEGEP or nursing school 
<11> Some trade, technical or vocational school, or business college 
<12> High school diploma 
<13> Some secondary/high school 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11. Social and Community Support ** 

<14> 
<15> 
<16> 
<17> 

<1> 
[CAT!]: 	[Got 

Elementary school 
Some elementary school [Go to J371 
No schooling 
Other [Go to J36SP] 
Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
Refused (not stated) 

J38AJ 

J36SP. What is the highest level of education your spouse/partner attained? 

(specify) 

MAO 
	 Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 

Refused (not stated) 

/CAT!/: Length offield = 028 
[CAT!]: 	JGotoJ38A] 

J37. How many years of elementary school has your spouse/partner completed? 

- 	number of years of elementary school completed 

<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [Ito 9] 

J38A. Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months 
from employment or self-employment (wages, salaries, commissions and tips)? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38B. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
unemployment insurance? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

J38C. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
worker's compensation? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38D. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
Canada or Quebec Pension Plan? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38E. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
retirement pensions, superannuation and annuities? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38F. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
Basic Old Age Secwity? 

<1> 	Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38G. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
Guaranteed Income Supplement or Spouse's Allowance? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38H. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
Child Tax Benefit? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey. Cycle ii, Social and Community Support ** 

J381. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
provincial or municipal social assistance or welfare? 

<I> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38J. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
Child Support or Alimony? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

J38K. (Thinking about your total personal income, did you personally receive any income in the past 12 months from) 
other income (eg. Rental income, scholarships, other government income, dividends and interest on bonds, 
deposits and savings, stocks, mutual funds, etc.)? 

<1> Yes 
<3> No 
<x> Don't know 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CA TI-J3 9 / 	Is more than one response given in J38A-J38K? 
Yes [Go to J401 
No [Go to J41] 
Else, [Go to J411 

J40. What was the main source of income? (Do not read list. Mark one only) 

<1> Employment or self-employment (wages, salaries, commissions and tips) 
<2> Unemployment insurance 
<3> Worker's compensation 
<4> Benefits from Canada or Quebec Pension Plan 
<5> Retirement pensions, superannuation and annuities 
<6> Basic Old Age Secunty 
<7> Guaranteed Income Supplement or Spouse's Allowance 
<8> Child Tax Benefit 
<9> Provincial or municipal sodal assistance or welfare 
<10> Child Support/Alimony 
<11> Other Income (eg. Rental income, scholarships, other government income, dividends and interest on 

bonds, deposits and savings, stocks, mutual funds, etc.) 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle II, Social and Community Support ** 

J41. What is your best estimate of your total personal income before deductions from all sources during the 
past 12 months? 

$ ------ .00 
No incomeor loss 
Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
Refused (not stated) 

I CA Ti - Hard EditJ: Acceptable range [000001 to 9999991 

[CAT! - J421: Review household roster. 
is this a single-person household? 
Yes [Go to CAT! - J991 
No 

J43. Not including yourself, how many other household members received income from any source, during the 
past 12 months? 

- - other household members 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT! - Hard Edit]: Acceptable range [00 to OTHRHHMB/; 
where OTHRHHMB (other household members) 

= ((number of household members on roster) - 1) 

[CAT! - J44]: Review J43. 
is J43 GE 1? 

Yes 
No [Go to CA T!-J99J 

Review J41. 
Is .141 = <n> (no income)? 

Yes [Go to J45A] 
No 

is .141 = <r> (Refused)? 
Yes [Go to CAT! - .199] 
No 

IsJ4l =<x> (Don't know)? 
Yes [Go to J45A] 
No 

Is personal income less than $20, 000? 
Yes [Go to J45A] 
No 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

Is personal income less than $40,000? 
Yes [Go to J45E/ 
No 

Is personal income less than $60,000? 
Yes [Go to J45H1 
No 

Is personal income less than $80,000? 
Yes [Go to J45J] 
No 

Is personal income less than $100,000? 
Yes I Go to J45K] 
No [Go to CAT! - J991 

J45A. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> Less than $20,000? [Go to J45B] 
<2> $20,000 and more? [Go to J45E] 
<8> No income or loss 

Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
Refused (not stated) 

JCATJJ: 	[Go to CAT! - J991 

J45B. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $10,000? [Go to J45C1 
<2> $10,000 and more? [Go to J45D] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

JC4T1/: 	/Go to CAT! - J991 

J45C. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $5,000? 
<2> $5,000 and more? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 
<zr> 	Refused (not stated) 

/ CAT!]: 	/Go to CAT! - J991 
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Cencral Social Survey. Cycle 11. Social and Community Support 

J451). What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $15,000? 
<2> $15,000 and more? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

/CATIJ: 	(Go to CAT! - J99] 

J45E. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $40,000? [Go to J45FJ 
<2> $40,000 and more? [Go to J45G] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> Refused (not stated) 

[CAT/I: 	[GotoCATI-J99] 

J45F. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $30,000? 
<2> $30,000 and more? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT/I: 	[Go to CAT! - J991 

J45G. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $50,000? 
<2> $50,000 and more? [Go to J45H] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	(Go to CAT!- J991 

J45H. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $60,000? 
<2> $60,000 and more? [Go to J45J] 
<zx> 	Don't know (Proxy  Response Only) 

r> 	Refused (not stated) 
[CAT/I: 	[Go to CAT! - J991 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii, Social and Community Support ** 

J45J. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $80,000? 
<2> $80,000 and more? [Go to J45K] 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Onl y) 
<i> 	Refused (not stated) 

I CAT!]: 	[Go to CAT! - J991 

J45K. What is your best estimate of the total income (before deductions) of all household members from all 
sources during the past 12 months? Was the total household income... 

<1> 	Less than $100,000? 
<2> $100,000 and more? 
<x> Don't know (Proxy Response Only) 
<r> 	Refused (not stated) 

[CAT!]: 	[Go to CAT! - J991 

JCATI - J991: [Go to K]] 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii. Social and Community Support ** 

SECTION K: Contacts for Follow-Up 

K!. 	Note to the inrerviewer. 
Read the following section to each person interviewed. 

This survey is part of a long-term project to investigate the relationship between the family and other 
issues such as support network. For this reason, we may need to contact your household in a year or more 
from now. 

In case you move or change phone numbers, we would like to obtain your complete name and address. 
This information will be kept strictly confidential and will only be used to maintain contact with you. 

<0> Continue 
<1> 	Refused to provide infonnation [Go to K8] 
<2> 	Refused to participate in future surveys IGo to K81 

What is your name (Interviewer: Name of Selected Respondent if proxy interview]? 

Given Name 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

Surname 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

What is your address? 

Street and Number/Lot and Concession 

[CATI]. Length offield = 050 

City, Town, Village Municipality 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 050 

Province, Territory 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 050 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle Ii, Social and Community Support ' 

Would you please give me the name, address and telephone number of someone we could contact if you 
move, such as a friend, relative or neighbour. (I want to emphasize that we will contact: this person only 
if you move and then only to obtain your new address or telephone number). 

<1> 	Will provide contact 
<3> 	Unable to provide contact [Go to K8] 

What is the name of the contact? 

GivenName_______________________________________________ 

[CA TI]: Length offield = 028 

Surname 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 028 

What is the address of the contact? 

Street and Number/Lot and Concession 

/CATIJ.-  Length offield = 050 

('itv. Town. Vi!Iaie Niunicipality 

I CA T]]. Length offield = 050 

Province. Territory 

[CAT!]: Length offield = 050 

Postal Code 

What is the home telephone number of the contact? 
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** General Social Survey, Cycle 11, Social and Community Support ** 

KS. iNTERVIEWER: Thank the respondent and end the interview. 

K9. 	interviewer Check Item: 
Sex of respondent 

<1> Male 
<2> Female 

[CATIJ: 	[ Time Stamp] 
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/ NO 

NO 	dreeu(l5 
living 

m 
hou.thod 

ifvah-ad 	 4-8 
YRS  

NYDK/R 

20 
Help 	\YEs 

needed 

NOIDK/R I 	I Why uzbWm needed 
I 	21 

REPEATS FOR EACH ACT WITY BLOCK  
2. 
Meal preparation & clean-up, I Shopping for groceries or other Personal care 
house cleaning, laundry and necessities, transportation (including (questions 75 - 87) 
sewing, house maintenance mobility assistance or trips to the 
and outside work doctor or dentist, etc), banking and 
(questions 25 -49) bill paying (questions 50 - 74) 

ycic 11 

SCREENING SECTION FOR CHTLDCARE 
Introduction 
	 HELP RECEIVED BY RESPONDENT 

.j1  
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Introduction 	 SCREENING SECTION FOR CHILDCARE 
HELP GIVEN BY RESPONDENT 

Did you 
help someone 
with group 

of 
vities 

NOJDK/R 

Reasons you gave help 
I 	94-98 

NO 

Didyou". 
give help 

/ becauseof 
tempdifl 

" S 

 

time 

NO 

99 
5,S, 

Is reason 
." you gave help 

physical need 
(i.e. 95-1) / 

  

109 
Build roster 

of help receivess 

,1emporsr" 
108 	 ,"Difflcult Time 

Intro indicating 	.d 	 ." 	and 	"S 

change of focus• 	 '. Health/Physical 
to long term 	 '., Limitation 

NO 

T REPEATS 2. Meal preparation & clean-up, Shopping for groceries or other necessities, Personal care 
FOR house cleaning, Iaundiy and sewing, transportation (including mobility assistance (questions 146 - 162) 

EACH house maintenance and outside work or trips to the doctor or dentist, etc.), 
ACTIVITY BLOCK (questions 110 - 127) banking and bill paying (questions 128 - 145) 



DOI 

NO 

* For each person X on roster: 
HG1(X)* lifpersonX 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 1 of activities. 

HG2(X) * 1 if person X 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 2 of activities 

HG3(X)* lifpersonX 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 3 of activities 

HG4(X)4 lifpersonX 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 4 of activities 

HG5(X)* lifpersonX 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 5 of activities 

HG6(X) * 1 if person X 
gave respondent help 
with any activity 
in group 6 of activities 

ACflV1TIES 

Group 1: 1. Childre 

Group 2: 2. Mcal preparatiou and clean-up. 
House cleaning, laundxy and sewing 
House maintenance and outside work. 

Group 3: Giocay shopping. 
Transportat3on 
Banking and bill paying 

Group 4: Pcaoual Care. 

Group 5: 9.Checking-up. 

Group 6: 10. Emotional Support. 
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SECTION C YES/Cc i " . n I 	CO2C05 
(ALvdyfic) 	 Chid care  

NO 

MI 	 C12-CI5 

S. / - 

NO I 
.c2 I S tS 

/ Howe 
for' S 

NO 

YESI 
jtot

C32

h  
17 

NO 

C42-C45 
for 

NO 

C52C55 

bumportabon 

r 
NO 

YES 	Cflf C 

puaonwe 969 

NOl 

ACTIVITIES 

Group 1: 1.ChildCare 

2. Meal preparation and clean-up. 
Group 2: 3. House cleaning, laundry and seng. 

House maintenance and outside work. 

Grocery shopping. 
Group 3: 6. Transportation. 

7. Banking and bill paying. 

Group 4: 8. Personal Care. 
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P.2(X) * 1 ifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 2 of activities 

aici ;(1 '. 
NO 

NO 

Eio' 	', YES 

HO 

YES 
2.E9 

b 

YES1 	 NOl 

* For each person X on roster: 
P.1(X) * 1 ifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 1 of activities. 

P3(X) * 1 ifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 3 of activities 

R4(X) * lifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 4 of activities 

P.5(X) 4 lifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 5 of activities 

R6(X) i ifpersonX 
was given help by 
respondent with any activity 
in group 6 of activities 

ACTiVITIES 

Group 1: LChildcare 

Group 2: Meal preparation and clean.up. 
House cleaning launcy and sewing 
House maintenance and outside wock 

Group 3: Grocety shopping. 
TransporU1ioo 
Banking and bill paying. 

Group 4: S. Pessonal Care, 

Group 5: Checking-up. 

Group 6: Emotional Suppoct 
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